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- Age of discretion in judging
- Chemicals in fish-catching
- The Aquarium Show '72

How Old to Judge?

AGE of fishes on the show bench is a topic that for breeders' classes at least has provoked much discussion over the years. At the last Assembly of the Federation of British Aquatic Societies, age was again the subject of debate but for a change it was the age of judges that held delegates' attention. To be explicit, the minimum age of 25 years that the Federation has laid down for its 'A class' judges was under attack as being an unnecessary restriction preventing experienced young judges from receiving 'A class' recognition. In the Federation's Judges and Standards Committee's new proposals the minimum age for some judges has been lowered to 23 years, but again the question came 'Why 23?'. It is never easy, wholly to justify the choice of any special age as a qualifying one for any activity—judging fishes, judging men, voting at elections, driving a car or whatever. And sometimes restrictions by age perform remarkable about-faces, as when 'boys under 21' suddenly becomes 'even at 18' in times of war. What became clear at the Assembly's discussion was that the age selected had been arrived at after a great deal of careful consideration with past experiences providing the background. No-one would deny that there is any other way of making a good judge of fishes than by putting in hours in front of the show bench (and in front of exhibitors!). Despite the admirable, boundless, enthusiasm of really keen younger aquarists, from this latter aspect alone it is unlikely that the requisite experience will have been acquired until at least the early twenties in any but a few exceptional individuals. Should they be made the subjects of special provisions? Unfortunately, the answer here has to be no, in their own interest as much as anything.

Deplorable Methods

LAST month in 'Personal Comment' our regular contributor drew attention to the reckless use of chemicals to catch marine fishes in coral reefs. In an editorial note we expressed astonishment that one chemical reported to be in use in sodium cyanide. Our note was not intended to throw doubt on the veracity of the report: anyone with experience of the use of this chemical industrially, or in any other way, would also, we think, be astonished that cyanide was being used in the expectation of making viable fish catches, however great the disregard also being shown for the preservation of marine fauna. We are opposed to the use of any fish-catching methods involving chemicals and any opposition to such techniques has our ready support.

The AQUARIUM SHOW '72

THIS month 'The AQUARIUM SHOW '72 opens in London. In its fifth year, the Show now has a great many 'regulars' by whom its annual advent is looked forward to with pleasure. We too are looking forward to renewing their acquaintance once again at the Show and any readers of PetFish who have not yet visited the Show, we say, 'Why not make it this year?' Full details are given on page 287.
LETTERS

Danger in Bagged Gravel

I THINK the contributor to PFM who described his interesting large lounge aquarium (PFM, August) could find that his idea of using bagged gravel underwater to fill up gaps in rockwork might cause trouble, particularly if used in a smaller tank than his. A closed plastic bag of gravel is a stagnant region on the tank bottom in which water currents and plant roots cannot operate. The conditions described as anaerobic will surely develop inside the bags and there could be a gradual build-up and slow seepage outwards of harmful substances that are formed where oxygen is not readily available. I suppose really thick plastic might be all right to use in this way but ordinary thin plastic bags wouldn’t be, in the long run. The risk is going to be there even if the gravel in the bags is washed.

Maidstone, Kent

M. CORNFORTH

‘Lab-ee’ or ‘Lay-bee’?

CONGRATULATIONS on the feature called ‘Aquarium Glossary’ in the August issue of PFM. I hope you will be printing more of these word meanings as I have gone to some trouble trying to find meanings and how to say fish names without a lot of success. I was wondering, though, about the way the article said Labro was to be pronounced as I have always heard it pronounced ‘lab-ee-oh’, not ‘lay-bee-oh’.

Newcastle-on-Tyne

R. FORD

The pronunciations suggested are deliberately described as ‘acceptable’ rather than ‘correct’ because our expert assures us that universal agreement on how Latinised Greek should be pronounced is unattainable. Perhaps we should have given ‘lab-ee-oh’ as first alternative with ‘lay-bee-oh’ as second, but the influence of the way in which the medical zoological term ‘labial’ (of the lips) is usually pronounced was responsible for the choice. You will certainly satisfy the purists by saying ‘lab-ee-oh’ etc.—EDITOR

Standards for Goldfish

IN case any of your readers overlooked the advertisement in the June issue of PFM, we wish to draw attention to the fact that the newly revised standard booklet published by the Goldfish Society of Great Britain to some extent supersedes the second edition published in 1962. Two further varieties, the broadtail moor and the comet, have been added. Only the metallic group of the latter variety is acceptable on the show bench. There are a number of small but significant changes in the pointings system and the type tests have been tightened. Judges should now be consulting this new edition, which should be the guide at future shows. It will definitely be used by the GSGB judge at the AQUARIUM SHOW at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Old Hall on 27th–29th October. Inattention to the revised standards by exhibitors could conceivably lessen chances of gaining awards or even lead to disqualification. Copies of this new 40-page booklet can be obtained for 40p post paid from R. A. Dodkins, 107 Cobham Road, Sevenkings, Ilford, Essex.

M. D. CLINE
Chairman, GSGB Standards Committee

All Marines

AS Public Relations Officer of the British Marine Aquarists’ Association, I meet various and interesting people to discuss and exchange ideas to further the marine hobby in Great Britain. To my amazement there are a number of people who are under the impression that because our Association is named ‘British’ Marine Aquarists’ Association we only deal in British or native marine. I would like to stress that the Association deals not only with native marine but with all aspects of the marine world.

Owing to unforeseen commitments, Mr. J. Haynes, the Association’s chairman of the Judging and Show Standards, has had to resign from this post. The new chairman of Judging and Show Standards is Mr. L. H. Doubleday, and any aquarist society that wishes to run a marine class in their show and requires an expert judge should contact Mr. L. H. Doubleday, 6½ Newton Road, Torquay TQ2 7BL. The Association’s chairman, Mr. D. Highfield, should be contacted for all queries about joining the Association. His address is: 119 Kent Road, Woods Estate, Wednesbury, Staffs.

Cardiff, S. Wales

M. STRONG
Fifth ANNUAL SHOW
Friday 27th
Saturday 28th
Sunday 29th October

THE AQUARIUM SHOW ’72
Royal Horticultural Society Old Hall
Vincent Square, London S.W.1

Sponsored by PETFISH MONTHLY and organised jointly
with the FEDERATION OF BRITISH AQUATIC SOCIETIES

Competitive Fish Classes • Aquarium Society
Tableaux • Specialist Societies Displays • Trade
Exhibits • and the
1972 Supreme Championship Fish Contest
(F.B.A.S.)

How to Get There:

By TRAIN: to Victoria Station (5 min. walk) or to Victoria Underground via Circle, District and Victoria Lines from main-line stations

By BUS: 10 or 149 to Vincent Square (Horseferry Road); 2, 2A, 2B, 36, 36A, 36B, 181 or 185 to Vauxhall Bridge Road

By CAR: From North, West and East follow ‘West End’ sign-posts to Marble Arch, then Park Lane, Hyde Park Corner, Grosvenor Place, Victoria. From South and South-east cross Thames by Vauxhall Bridge or Lambeth Bridge. Multi-storey car park in Rochester Row (2 min. walk from show)

Public Opening Times:
Friday 27th 1 p.m.–9 p.m.
Saturday 28th 10 a.m.–9 p.m.
Sunday 29th 10 a.m.–6 p.m.

ADMISSION 30p; children 10p

Special rates for school and club parties booked in advance

Show Schedules etc. and all Information from the Show Organiser,
PFM, 554 GARRATT LANE, LONDON SW17 0NY 01–947 2805

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
Most aquarists

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
feed their fish on Phillips. So should you.

The men who sell marine and fresh water tropicals should know how to look after them. (Men like Jack Goodman of Chiswick Aquaria, one of England’s leading aquarists and celebrated breeder, and importer of the Discus.) That’s why the majority of them feed Phillips Fish Foods. And nothing else.

Aquarists know Phillips Fish Foods are scientifically formulated, quality-controlled and made in Britain.

They know the nourishing things that go into them. Their high protein content. Their correct balance of vitamins and minerals. And they appreciate what value for money they are. All of which makes life simpler for you.

Because all you have to do is make sure you give your fish the same good food as your aquarist retailer.

And that means Phillips. The best that cost less.

Phillips Fish Foods - the best that cost less.

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd., Park Royal Road, London, NW10

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
GUSSIE

- EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD FOR YOUR FISH

Armitages have been making good things for fish for many years. The current Gussie range represents the best you will find anywhere—products formulated carefully and with expert knowledge of what keeps fish in perfect condition, and their environment clean, healthy and attractive.

And because of our scale of manufacture, Gussie products—while the best available—are very competitive in price.

Which all adds up to
TOP VALUE FOR MONEY

ARMITAGE BROS. LTD.
COLWICK - NOTTINGHAM
NG4 2BA

LET GUSSIE CARE FOR YOUR FISH

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
INKY SAYS

"If you visit us once, you will want to come again and again so remember the name!"

Just study this map and you can't go wrong

HENDON AQUATICS
19 FINCHLEY LANE, NW4

Visit us any day of the week from 9.30 a.m. until 6.30 p.m., and by popular request our store is open every Sunday morning from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.

You can reach me by telephoning 01-203 4829

We guarantee to offer you only top quality fish and plants, at prices you can afford to pay. We have over 50 large aquariums packed with all varieties of tropical fish, beautifully aquascaped with rocks and plants. You will find a complete range of aquariums, pumps, filters and all other accessories including all live foods. We also specialise in coldwater fish for aquaria and ponds, water pumps, plants. A large selection of fibre glass ponds always on show.

Expert advice and personal service is given willingly to all our customers.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
INTER-PET HEATING EQUIPMENT FOR ALL AQUARIUMS!

COMBINED HEATER THERMOSTATS
for accurate Temperature Control.
1. These units may be submerged therefore easily hidden behind plants and rocks.
2. MINIMATIC Specially for small Aquariums - a complete miniature heating unit only 8½ in. long x ½ in. diameter. Up to 75 watts, so easily hidden to improve the decor.
   CODE 1405 Price £1.25.
3. MAXAMATIC 100-150 watts. Combined Heater Thermostats are becoming increasingly popular as aquarists find that the temperature control is most accurate with combined units for technical reasons.
   For larger aquariums. CODE 1407 Price £1.40.
   CODE 1406 Price £3.70.
5. "HI-DUTY" HEATER Standard size heater 50 watts to 150 watts. Its special design element for higher durability.
   CODE 1401 Price £0.50.

SEPARATE HEATERS AND THERMOSTATS
Made for the aquarists who do not appreciate the convenience of combined heater-thermostats.

THE SENSATIONAL NEW MINI RANGE OF HEATERS AND THERMOSTATS
6. MINI-HEAT - a miniature heater only made possible by new techniques. 5 watts, 75 watts.
   CODE 1403 Price £0.35, Ideal for Killia tanks etc.
7. MINI-THERMOSTAT Capacity 200 watts. A sturdy economy thermostat of utmost reliability.
   CODE 1403 Price £0.63.
8. INTER-PET THERMOMETERS
   Floating CODE 1508
   Standing CODE 1507
   Sticker CODE 1508
   All Priced £0.18.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
A Review of Methods to Control Ichthyophthiriasis

By D. G. CROSS
Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

Ichthyophthiriasis, or white-spot disease, of freshwater fishes of temperate and tropical waters is caused by the ciliate protozoan Ichthyophthirius multifilis. The life cycle of the parasite has been described by a number of authors including Van Duijn,9,10 Reichenbach-Klinke and Reckeweg,11 and Bauer.7 The adult parasite lives between the epidermis and cutis of the host fish and feeds on damaged host tissue and body fluids. A proliferation of the epidermal cells in the region of the infestation gives rise to the "white-spot" by which the disease is recognized. The mature parasite leaves the host and sinks to the water bottom where it secretes a soft jelly-like covering. The parasite then undergoes rapid division and can produce up to 2000 young. When reproduction is completed, the young parasites are liberated from the cyst and swim in search of a new host. The timing of the different stages in the life cycle is dependent on water temperature; for example, at 18° to 20°C the encysted stage lasts approximately 24 hours; the motile young parasite remains viable for 48 hours, and the stage within the host takes from 1 to 3 weeks to reach maturity.

The Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory maintains small stocks of fish for experimental purposes. These fish have been periodically subjected to outbreaks of ichthyophthiriasis. The primary method of control has included the use of methylene blue for a 3-week period, but it must be started early. This treatment affects the feeding habits of the fish and results in poor quality fish. The search for an alternative method of treatment included an extensive review of the literature supplemented by personal experience.

Findings

Rotted Sods. Many of the earlier treatment methods relate to uncontrolled conditions and must be considered as unreliable unless supported by tests conducted in controlled conditions. For example, Hervey and Hemal5 cite a reported case of eradication of Ichthyophthirius using a layer of successively sod on the bottom of the aquarium, but state that other workers had no success with this method.

Paraffin oil and sodium carbonate. The literature stresses the fact that few, if any, of the eradication techniques have a direct effect on the parasite while it is embedded in the host. This stage of the parasite is unaffected by externally applied reagents, and thus it is difficult to see how such treatments as washing the surface of the fish with paraffin oil13 and dipping the infected fish in a saturated sodium carbonate solution19 can be effective. All of the efficacious treatments appear to act on the free-living stages of the parasite and thus have to be applied for a sufficient time for all of the parasites on the host to have passed to the free-living stage.

Separating the motile stage from the host. Various methods such as placing fish in cages in running water,7,12,14 moving fish to recently well-dried ponds at daily intervals,7,28 and simply spreading the fish among a number of ponds14 have been tried. Aquarium techniques using the same principle include the use of false mesh bottoms.24,28 These methods can only limit the incidence of reinfection. They also increase the chance of physical damage because of excessive handling and require extensive facilities to keep fish at low densities.

Temperature. Increasing the temperature to 30° to 35°C as a control technique20 is unsuitable for most coldwater fish; however, the periodic raising and lowering of water temperature can be beneficial. Caution should be used with this method since rapid temperature changes can cause mortality. Increasing the temperature within the tolerance range of the fish reduces the time required for a complete life cycle. This in turn reduces the treatment time required to eliminate the parasite.

Salt. The use of common salt is one of the recommended treatments. Butcher4 and Hickling26 recommended the gradual buildup to a concentration of 1.5 to 2.0%. Different Russian authors1 recommend concentrations of 0.6% sea salt, 0.7% sodium chloride, or a mixture of sodium chloride and magnesium chloride in the proportion 7:3 to give a 0.6% solution. Allen and Avault5 report that brackish water may be used to eradicate...
Ichthyophthirius from channel catfish. The use of salt in aquariums with mesh floors and no water flow is a unique control technique. A high salt concentration can be maintained under the false floor while the fish remain in a lower concentration. Parasites emerging from the host drop to the tank floor where they are killed by the salt concentration. Personal experience with the use of salt has shown that it is not the panacea that it has been considered to be. The treatment did not eradicate the parasite; however, it may be beneficial in reducing the osmotic stress imposed by the presence of open wounds.

Methylene blue. One of the most frequently recommended methods of treatment is the use of 5 milligrams per litre (5 p.p.m.) of methylene blue. The main advantages of this treatment are the low toxicity and cost. The fact that it is inactivated by organic detritus can be overcome by increasing the dosage without harming the fish. The disadvantages of this treatment include poor quality of the fish after treatment, difficulty in assessing progress of the treatment, and some strains of I. multifiliis seem to be more resistant than others.

Acriflavine. Hickling and Schäper-Claus recommend the use of acriflavine (trypanflavine) at a concentration of 10 mg/litre (10 p.p.m.). Personal experience indicates that this method is satisfactory for treating most outbreaks of the disease though occasionally some fish respond very poorly to the treatment. Van Duijn contends that acriflavine causes temporary sterility and possibly genetic aberrations in fish; therefore, it should be used with caution.

Penicillin. This antibiotic has been reported to be effective against I. multifiliis. However, it is known to act against Gram-negative bacteria through their distinctive cell wall structure, and it is difficult to imagine how it could combat a protozoan infection. It may be that the beneficial effect noted is due to the effect penicillin has on secondary bacterial infections although most of the bacteria pathogenic to fish are Gram-negative and resistant to penicillin.

Quinine. At a concentration of 10 mg/litre (10 p.p.m.), quinine has been proposed as a treatment for ichthyophthiriasis. The recommended treatment was raised to 30 mg/litre; however, this concentration is toxic to some fish. Van Duijn reports that the compound is more effective at pH 6.5 and recommends an adjustment of the pH to this value. Further, he advises that the concentration should be built up by the addition of three equal doses at 12-hour intervals. This reagent has one of the same defects as methylene blue in that it is inactivated by organic detritus, but unlike methylene blue, overdosing with quinine is dangerous because of the smaller differential between its toxicity to the parasite and fish. Experience has shown that the treatment must be extended for at least 24 days to ensure complete eradication of the parasite. At the end of this treatment the fish tend to be in poor condition.

Mepacrine. Slater used mepacrine hydrochloride (quinacrine hydrochloride) at a concentration of 3 mg/litre (3 p.p.m.) for the eradication of persistent cases of ichthyophthiriasis. This reagent is much more toxic than quinine; therefore, Van Duijn recommends that it should be used only for cases which do not respond to other treatments.

Malachite green. Aydog etc. reports that a minimum concentration of 0.5 mg/litre (0.5 p.p.m.) of malachite green oxalate is effective against Ichthyophthirius. Allison had success with concentrations of 0.05 to 0.10 mg/litre and this treatment is used by many in the United States. Alabaster found that the toxicity threshold concentration to harlequins (Rastora heteromorpha) is 0.1 mg/litre. Although the harlequin is sensitive to toxicants it is apparent that great care must be exercised if the oxalate formulation is used as an extended treatment. Alabaster also reported that the threshold concentration of the zinc chloride formulation of malachite green to harlequins is 0.06 mg/litre. Therefore, if malachite green is used to control Ichthyophthirius it is essential to know the formulation. The difference in parasite and fish toxicity is much too small to recommend either formulation without qualification.

Mercury compounds. Butcher mentions the use of mercurochrome for controlling whitespot, but fails to state the concentration. Van Duijn describes the use of mercurochrome at a concentration of 1 mg/litre (1 p.p.m.), but advises against it because of delayed mortalities resulting from its use. Our experience is that 1 mg/litre is an effective concentration, but the fish require careful attention after the completion of the treatment to restore them to good condition. Two other mercury compounds have been used against Ichthyophthirius: pyridyl mercury acetate by Clemens and Sneed and mercuric chromate by Hervey and Hems. Van Horn and Katz showed that 0.14 mg/litre (0.14 p.p.m.) pyridyl mercury acetate was beneficial to the health of fish but that a concentration of above 0.15 mg/litre was toxic to fish. Rodgers et al. showed that concentrations tolerated by fish varied with species and size. The toxicity of most chromates varies widely with the species, pH and hardness of the water, and thus the use of mercuric chromate is not advised for the control of white-spot disease.

Formalin. Various authors refer to the use of formalin at concentrations between 100 and 250 millilitres/litre (100 to 250 p.p.m.) as a short-term bath, but these methods are not completely effective, as the higher concentrations cause some
Assessment of methods of eradicating ichthyophthiriasis

[The criteria of assessment are discussed in the text]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reference no.</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Practicality</th>
<th>Therapeutic index</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloramine-T (sodium p- toluate sulphochloramide)</td>
<td>Cross and Hursey (in preparation)</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>A good method provided pH and water hardness are known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylene blue</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>A good method but fish condition may deteriorate; not effective against secondary infections; effective only against early stages; should not be used at low temperatures; fish in poor condition at end of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formalin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>Requires good facilities for handling fish; not totally effective; expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinine</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>Affects feeding of fish; carcinogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish cage</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Requires good facilities for handling fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of pond</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Requires good facilities for handling fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP (inclorinated phenols)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>Not totally effective; expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malachite green (oxalate formulation)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>Affects feeding of fish; carcinogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercurichrome</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>Long term mortality may result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenolaine (trypanoline)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>May cause temporary sterility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mepacrine (quimarsine)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>Requires knowledge of water quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper sulphate</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>Not effective as sole agent but may be used in conjunction with other remedies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Doubt as to effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid paraffin</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Not an effective treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium carbonate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Requires good facilities for handling fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinning out</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Not an effective treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Not effective as sole agent but may be used in conjunction with other remedies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Doubt as to effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brackish water</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>Not an effective treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea salt</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>Not an effective treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium chloride</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>Not an effective treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrrolid mercuric acetate</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>Long term mortality may result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercurochrome</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>Long term mortality may result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotted twigs</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Not an effective method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Risk to heavily parasitised fish and require the handling of fish with the subsequent risk of mechanical damage. Allsott reports that the application of 15 millilitres of formalin/litre every other day controls ichthyophthiriasis usually in 5 to 7 days. However, Hoffman35 warns that oxygen depletion may result during warm weather if the formalin kills algae, and Van Duijst35 advises against the use of formalin solutions below 18°C because of detrimental effects to the mucous coat.

Chloramine-T. It is reported to be effective against white-spot disease and is used by aquarists in a number of countries for this purpose.35 However, Van Duijst35 does not recommend its use because it is absorbed by organic detritus and forms toxic compounds with metals. Sterba35 advises against its use because the toxicity varies with the hardness of the water. It has been shown by Cross and Hursey (in preparation) that contact with the metals commonly encountered in fisheries management does not adversely affect the toxicity.
to fish and that, provided the hardness and—more important—the pH of water is known, it is possible to recommend a dosage efficacious in eradicating the parasite. Its general antiseptic properties make it efficient against many of the secondary infections encountered.

Trichlorinated phenols. Boarder states that a mixture of trichlorinated phenols, marketed in Britain under the trade name TCP, may be used against I. multifilis. However, it seems that there are better remedies available from the consideration of both effectiveness and cost.

pH. Bychlicki has shown that a pH value of 8.5 is detrimental to the survival of the free-living stages of the parasite and has proposed the application of quick-lime to a pond to attain such a pH value. Work in this laboratory has shown that the parasite is killed at a pH of 8.5 in soft water, but our water supply has a hardness of approximately 270 mg/litre (as calcium carbonate) and a pH of 7-9. The treatment is not successful under these conditions.

Mixtures of chemicals. While this paper has dealt with a number of remedies involving the administering of one chemical alone, no attempt will be made to discuss methods involving mixtures of chemicals. However, it should be noted that many mixtures have been proposed, but that with the possible exception of the mixture of formalin and malachite green proposed by Lette and Meyer generally these methods are too expensive for large-scale application and will meet with failure due to the greatly increased toxicity of the resultant mixtures.

The table summarises the advantages and disadvantages of the different remedies for ichthyophthiriasis. The merits of the methods have been assessed on the following criteria:

1. The efficiency of the method.
2. The practicality of the method. In this category is included the cost of the reagents, labour and equipment and the facilities required.
3. An assessment of the degree of latitude between a concentration controlling the disease and a concentration causing fish mortality—the therapeutic index.

The choice of a method to control ichthyophthiriasis seems to lie between methylene blue, formalin, and chloramine-T (see table). Considering all of the factors discussed, chloramine-T seems to be the best treatment available, provided the water hardness and pH value are known. A full account of the treatment is reported by Cross and Hussey (in preparation). Chloramine-T has been used by this laboratory for 3 years and has proved effective against all but very advanced cases of white-spot disease.

This paper is reprinted from the PROGRESSIVE FISHTANK, U.S.A.
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MUDSKIPPERS

By
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HOW can one describe these extraordinarily funny and amusing little creatures that can walk, run, jump and climb—certainly not as "beautiful" or "attractive"—ugly perhaps, "bizarre" or even "exciting". Well, whichever description you pick, one thing is certain—these animals that look like a cross between an amphibian and a fish certainly create a great deal of interest for the aquarist.

In this country they have always been somewhat of a novelty but being an aquarist with a taste for rare and odd species I tried, on and off, to obtain some over a period of about 18 years. I only once ever saw them in a shop for sale and that was in Manchester a few years ago. My wife drew my attention to the shop window where, in a small tank, skipping and climbing around the rocks, were eight small mudskippers each about 1¾ in. in length. They cost 2/- each then and as we were in the midst of a hurricane I had no fear of losing any of the four I purchased on the way home.

The mudskipper's natural habitat ranges over eastern Africa from Senegal to the Congo, east Africa, Madagascar and southern Asia to Australia. Its typical habitat is Mupa Creek, running into the Indian Ocean and fully tidal. There amongst the mangrove trees growing in the hot mud is the home of the mudskipper—and incidentally of the fiddler crab on which they have been seen to feed, and of hundreds of insects which form an ideal food for them. There are a number of species such as Periophthalmus bocourti and Periophthalmus papilio that go under the common names of springers and butterfly skippers.

Although they look so awkward out of water, they can move at an amazing speed, that is run, hop, jump and climb. The pectoral fins in the front are used as two muscular legs or limbs and it is this that enables them to travel so fast. Their sides are a faint greenish, brown colour with a touch of violet. Numerous dark spots appear on the flanks. They have a large, box-shaped head and mouth set right on top. Close together are two large bulbous eyes that blink at you like traffic beacons. The body is tapered towards the tail.

This tail they often dip in the water when the rest of their body is stretched out on a rock or bark. It has been said that by doing this they can breathe through it though whether this is true or not seems to be open to discussion. By rolling in mud or moisture it certainly seems possible that they can breathe through their skin as they can remain out of water for fairly long periods. One thing is for sure and that is that the mudskipper never allows its skin to dry out. When the mudskipper surfaces head on, it has a distinct frog-like appearance. The large eyes on the top of the head blink so often that it appears at times that they are covered with wipers that remove the water from the eye and thus give them better vision.

Over the years I've read quite a bit on keeping mudskippers in captivity, mostly from American authors, giving details of how temperatures lower than 75°F (24°C) would be fatal, and of how they
must never be kept together without a glass partition because fights amongst them will eventually result in death.

However, during 3½ years' experience of keeping and watching them myself I have found some of this information very misleading. I started off by making a special tank, sized 2 ft. by 2 ft. by 10 in., of angle iron, and glazed it myself. Mudskippers need a large surface area, which is why I made the tank 2 ft. square. This tank I placed well up near the rear of the fish house so that it would get plenty of light and catch the sun and I could watch it through two sides. The 2 in. depth of water I used was made up with synthetic 'sea salt' that I had left over from keeping marine fishes and on the test I made when the water had settled it had a specific gravity of 1.016. The water filled just over half the area— the rest of the tank was filled with rocks and bark.

On the base I laid a ½ inch layer of boiled and well-washed coarse orange sand that I had collected from a seaside resort whilst away on holiday. One side of the tank was set out with ledges made from pieces of flat red rock that I had found in an old quarry in Derbyshire. Each piece was set back about 1 inch until there were ledges stretching up well above the water line, and in between the ledges I placed two or three very tall pointed rocks to act as high perches, since mudskippers love to climb.

I also made certain that there were plenty of little crevices and corners for shelter under the water as well. Along another side I placed a large piece of twisted bark with several branches that stretched out over the water and on these the fish would bask in the sun during the summer months. The temperature was boosted up to 80-85°F during the summer months and to 78-80°F during the winter with the aid of a small paraffin lamp, and since suitable conditions are required I used ½ in. plate glass on top of a plastic sheet to cover the tank top completely. The water itself was left clear, without plants, so that they could get out of it quickly as, in truth, they didn't seem to like the water too much.

I spent 2 years or more trying to tame them sufficiently to take food from my fingers. All I achieved was for them to snatch the food quickly and disappear from sight. (This contrasts with the four brown discus I have at present who within 3 months took food from the fingers and will allow me to stroke their heads and sides! Carp and other species I have also tamed in this manner.) I found feeding my springers presented no problems once I had introduced them to a varied selection of food that included daphnia, glass worms, bloodworms, tubifex, white worms, cyclops, small earthworms, blue bottles, small maggots and, in summer, a wide variety of creatures that included spiders, daddy-long-legs and greenglies, as well as tadpoles, dragonfly larvae, ants 'eggs', dog meat, freshwater mussels and dead fish. In fact, they hardly turned their nose up at anything I had to offer.

After 2 years I lost the two smallest mudskippers. This was not through bullying and fighting but owing to an accident. Somehow, through my neglect, the oil lamp caught fire and the temperature in the tank reached somewhere in the region of 110-120°F. The fish seemed to recover from this ordeal but the two smaller ones never really picked up and died some months later. I then parted with one to a friend, leaving the biggest one, now about 4½ in. long. In their native waters they can reach 6-7 in.

The theory about their requirements for a temperature not less than 75°F seemed to be disproven by yet another accident, when one winter night the lamp went out and the temperature dropped from 78°F to 68°F. The mudskipper took no harm from this except to appear to be a trifle sluggish during the next 2 weeks.

One interesting sight is to see two mudskippers showing up to each other—their extended fins show rather delicate rays. Their long caudal peduncle they can use with a catapult action to assist them when climbing, when they use both sets of fins. It has been said that these fish have a tissue in the mouth cavity through which they breathe and that their front teeth are pointed, though I have never seen them myself. Perhaps their most amusing feature is that they spread their eyes right down into their heads in the same way that frogs do. It has been stated that mudskippers will fight to the death over territory but while they may well do this in their natural habitat I must say that I never witnessed anything like it in the aquarium, possibly because of good feeding.

I went on to keep my last mudskipper into the sixth year. Then last summer I received a small archer fish (Toxotes jaculatrix); this required the same water conditions and as there was plenty of room in the tank I put it in with the mudskipper. They lived together peacefully enough until one day in September I felt there was something wrong in the fish house and realised that there were no large bubble eyes watching me. Searching behind the bark and under the rocks I eventually discovered the skipper wedged tightly between two flat pieces of slate, dead. I found this very distressing but what actually happened I never did find out—perhaps it dislodged the slates so they formed a tight trap or perhaps it choked on something or was even attacked by the archer fish.

I'm still hoping to acquire some more mudskippers; I even ordered 20 from abroad but a rail strike in London left them stranded and they did not survive the journey. If anyone sees them for sale and likes to take a gamble on rare and odd fish that present a challenge to look after, then I guarantee you will be more than pleased with these fish and their antics will delight you.
CATFISHES FOR THE SPECIALIST

Plotosid Catfishes

By BRAZ WALKER

ANOTHER alliforme or catfish family of which members occasionally find their way into the aquarium is the family Plotosididae. The most commonly seen plotosid is Plotosus lineatus, often referred to in literature as Plotosus anguillaris. These strange, eel-like Indo-Pacific catfish have a distinctive beauty about them, for there are reports that the venomous dorsal and pectoral spines of Plotosus are capable of causing not only excruciating pain but death upon occasion. Although most oceanic catfish-keepers are aware of the usual dangers of catfish spines and the discomfort which can be inflicted as a result of puncture, there are indications that plotosids should receive the same respect as scorpion fishes such as the breathtakingly beautiful but deadly lion fish, Pterois.

P. lineatus is streamlined, with a stout but distinctly small dorsal and an eel-like confluence of the anal and caudal fins, and their dark-brown to black bodies have brilliant yellow stripes running their sides. Although a length of 10-12 in. is more usual, 30 in. is recorded upon occasion from within its range.

Dr. George S. Myers, the famous American ichthyologist who has devoted so much time and effort to the aquarium hobby, suggests that Plotosus lineatus is a more likely candidate for the title of eel-like catfish than the fish (Loricarius triae) also having that distinction. As evidence, he cites not only the contrasting black with yellow stripes (which run in the wrong direction), but the fact that they swarm like bees, they buzz like bees when removed from the water and they also 'sting' like bees with their venomous fins.

In Japan at least, P. lineatus spawns during July and August in the crevices of rocks found in shallow water. This possibly explains an account of an unusual experience reported from a more tropical area. Large coral heads sometimes are washed ashore by the surf or merely stranded when the tide goes out. Often there are fish inside, and Dr. Herr, upon finding such a head one day, poured formalin into the crevices. He was amazed to hear a distinct buzzing noise followed a second or two later by a 'stream' of tiny Plotosus issuing from the coral. Several thousand are said to have come from the source before the 'well' seemed to dry up. Perhaps they had been deposited there as spawn and were still using it as their home.

Plotosids have a strange, tree-like structure at the terminal opening. A ligament attaches this to the vertebrae but the purpose of the appendage is not known.

The 'stake barbel', as Plotosus is known in South Africa, like members of the Ariidae is not for the average aquarist. The plotosids are nevertheless interesting and unusual fishes which may eventually become more available and find a permanent place in the hobby.

Guppy World

There are of those taking an arctic world! A ductus that could be well applied to that brood guppy!

Guppies are one of the common species that have developed sufficiently to grace the display tank or服务中心. When you have a large aquarium with the same guppies, it is likely that you will want to continue the same product? They live in the same environment, receive the same food, and are not different from their brood brothers but even look different.

The answers to the question have caused many a battle and the theories of an unequal development are as numerous as there were arrows at the battle of Agincourt. 'Late development' is something that educationists have been arguing about for years. On one side of the coin there is the believer at school who wants up to become a leading pillar of industry. Turn the coin over and we have the infant math prodigy who finds the education is all coming your way. This success is short-lived because what was a first-class specimen at youth, rapidly degenerates in middle age. For 'middle age' read 8 months on—not all that old, even for a guppy.

PETER UNWIN
BUTTERFLIES of the Reefs

By ROY PINKS

FISHES selected so far for our novice community have consisted of species for which it is quite safe to buy small specimens of even only an inch long. When it comes to the larger fishes considerably more thought has to be given to the minimum size at which it is sensible to contemplate whether the deal is a good one or not. The reason for this is that the young of numerous species appear to subsist on plankton-type fare for much longer than one would suppose, and since brine shrimp, newly hatched, is the nearest most of us are going to manage by way of substitute, the prospect of successfully rearing the sucklings, so to speak, is not too bright.

As the butterfly fishes come into this category it was clear that the next group of fish I introduced would be in the 2-4 in. size range, and the impact on the economy of the tank would therefore need to be watched most carefully. The troubles which attended this phase have already been recorded in this series, but it is still possible to report objectively on some of the species which succumbed or survived. The available literature confused me horribly as regards the expectations of many of the quite common species, and in several cases the notes were completely contradictory. For this reason I must strongly advise the beginner to read as many books as possible before coming to firm conclusions about what fish is good for him to get and what will almost certainly die.

Wimple Fish

The wimple fish or banner fish (Heniochus acuminatus) was the first excursion I made into the world of expensive fish. Its inclusion needs no justification. Its arrowhead body with black and white bars to the fore and a yellow rear is surmounted by a long white extended dorsal, proudly borne. I have had two specimens in a period of 9 months and without any doubt I have been as drawn to this great fish as to any other. It seems always to be on the go, yet not in a worrying way, nor aggressively. Feeding has never been much of a problem, given that the environment was properly seasoned—this applies to all the butterflies in general terms, but the slightest build-up of nitrates created an immediate reaction of some sort, of greater or lesser degree. In better times the fish accepted a wide range of dried food, whiteworm, earthworm and oddments like hard herring roe, fish flesh etc. Not much growth was apparent, though condition improved as time went on.

The first specimen died after a severe nitrite 'incident', but the second, which is considerably smaller, has displayed the interesting tendency which other writers have noted, of attempting to 'clean' bigger fish in the tank. This rather indicates that it is still juvenile, but if this is so it has certainly grown away from its baby foods, as it takes everything in its stride. The disease factor has also been pretty much in its favour, and I have only noticed one minor attack of oosodium on finnage, which was coincident with a clown contracting the same disorder. The copper sulphate treatment removed the trouble within a few days.

Assuming that the inclusion of other fishes, like angels, is not contemplated (these will generally attack the 'banner' fin), Heniochus seems very suitable for the novice with a little spare cash. I think that 2-3 in. specimens are advisable, rather than bigger fish, but care should be taken to reject any with withered or shrunken bodies.

Fanciers who have been ensnared by the sight of the Moorish idol, but who do not realise how wastefully foolish it is to attempt to keep this species in captivity, may consider the Heniochus confidently as some form of substitute. It is not related in any way to this quite impossible fish, which, until we plumb the depths of its secrets, should not be regarded as a subject for the amateur.

Moon Butterfly

Chaetodon lunula, or moon butterfly, was my second choice, and what a glorious thing it is. Its principal shades are yellow, olive green, black and white, and some in-betweens. It is a lively
and vivacious fish with loads of initiative and apparent intelligence. It took food of all sorts within a very short time of introduction and I never looked back. I made the mistake of buying too large a specimen, though, and it was also altogether too lively for the fairly peaceful and staid community I hoped to establish, so it was with real regret that I returned him to the shop. An incident at this stage, which is not relevant in detail in this article, convinced me that this is indeed a hardy and reliable fish: it was nearly killed by a rather puzzling sequence of events, but made a marvellous recovery and is now delighting a local aquarist who has given it a splendid home. Both this and the Heniochus can be classed as eye-catchers, particularly if lighting is juggled with to suit them to best advantage.

The Chaetodon ocellatus, a rather less spectacular silvery and yellow-bordered specimen with a prominent black eye bar, was also added, at about the same time, to the smaller of my two tanks. This was intended as the ‘boss fish’. In practice most of the running is made by a humbug dascyllus, and the butterfly has led a fairly pedestrian existence, hardly coming up to the initial expectations. For one thing it has been rather choosy over food and rarely accepts anything dried. It gorges on whiteworm and earthworm and has had its share of tubifex. At present we are running through a period where its existence seems to be in doubt, owing to the emergence of some ghastly looking eruptions which have displaced scales in several places and left quite deep pits in the body. Only copper sulphate medication has been applied so far, but antiseptics may be used if the condition of the fish deteriorates much more. It has kept its appetite throughout and I am hoping that Nature may bring about a cure. The healing capacity of tropical marine fish has to be seen to be believed, and I hope that the holes on this fish will close up as quickly as I have seen some quite horrible combat wounds disappear on other specimens.

Apart from all this the ocellatus seems to be a nice enough fish, but a marginal for the novice in view of its not very spectacular appearance and possible fussy attitude to food. The health troubles of the specimen I have now probably

The moon butterfly fish (Chaetodon lunula). Photograph by Barry Pengilly
stem from feeding with tubificids, and this is being studied locally with some concern. In my experience, neither the outbreak nor the concern is in any way unusual, though no doubt some readers will, as usual, rush to the defence of this form of food which I think I shall henceforth reject absolutely.

**Copperband Butterfly**

Last of the big fish which I judged my tank could accommodate will surprise many, but for me the experiment was quite irresistible: the copperband butterflyfish (*Chelmon rostratus*). This copper and silver-handed beauty, with the touch of yellow in its pectoral fins and the absurdly long snout, made the sort of impact on me which a fine spring day does. Here is Nature at its best, and it is an immediate challenge to preserve what is offered. The spring day, alas, becomes just a memory, but in the other case we are presented with an opportunity to act as custodians for, we hope, very considerably longer.

The problem with the copperband is its initial conversion to the type of menu you can offer, and once it is feeding the matter of its welfare reputedly becomes comparatively simple. Particular care must be taken to accept only specimens which have plenty of 'meat' on them, and any suggestion of sunkenness in the body should be viewed with grave suspicion. I may have been fortunate. Certainly the fish was a splendid specimen, of the 3 in. category. I accepted whiteworm within an hour of transferring it to the tank, which was almost a domestic record. It has not proved to be a very intelligent or assertive fish and I have had to feed it individually by means of a long tube, down which I pass bundles of white worm or segments of garden worm. Although it knows how to extract these at the end of the tube when I place its opening in front of its 'beak', it usually chases the food on its way down and tries to secure it through the tube's transparent side even when it is within reach at the bottom! As a result, more imaginative specimens dart in beneath its very nose and sneak away with rather more than their fair share. The noise of a copperband taking its food is very reminiscent of the rattling of a bird's beak and can be quite loud at times.

The multiplicity of barriers within my tank—coral, sea fan, sea tree etc.—caused me to wonder whether this large fish would safely negotiate some of the tight corners and apertures, and I had, considered creating wider throughways before I added it to the community. On balance I decided against it on the grounds that most of the other fish were settled and might react aggressively if their security disappeared concurrently with the arrival of a not very assertive newcomer.

What actually happened was a real eye-opener. We all got a wonderful display of slow and graceful gymnastics on the part of the copperband, who soon showed us that he was as capable as any of getting through all those openings which I had rated as being quite beyond him. He found a small cave for himself and gained entry by turning on his side. Another exit sees him nearly upside down as he negotiates the slit entry. It is all very clever. This species has also the reputation for being a nervous fish, which will rush, panic, for cover at the merest pretext. Here we have been fortunate in this respect, as not much fear is evident and movement has been conducted decorously and without mishap. It must be regarded as a risky fish for a beginner, and certainly not for inclusion during the season period of the undergravel filter. Even when nitrite readings have reached the 'safe' category it is as well to leave matters so for a few weeks until a satisfactory consistency has been achieved. Its demand for live food will always make the copperband less of an easy fish than one might wish, and the possibility that it might miss vital trace elements on such a restricted diet may give rise to troubles later on. Certainly every effort must be made to interest it in prepared food, but I am having little success here; the nearest approach being (hard) herring roe.

The glowing orange bands of the foregoing will always enable a good specimen to feature as a showpiece in any tank. A further reason *Chaetodon chrysurus*, with a single broad orange band just to the fore of the tail, could be said to be comparable. This fish has a fawn and silver basket in the middle of its body and is a most attractive fish. I only had one specimen and it succumbed swiftly to a nitrite overdose—the same one that disposed of the first *Hemigymnus* in rather longer time.

The beginner who has not seen the copperband, or who feels that this supposedly temperamental fish is beyond him, may feel inclined to try out the *chrysurus* and may have better luck than I did. Certainly, had I bought my specimen several weeks later than I actually did, there is a good chance that I should have been reporting favourably about it, though there appear to be one or two initial difficulties. It seems to be a rather shy fish and hides away even more than does the copperband at first. It is equally difficult to persuade to feed, but whiteworm usually does the trick. Though a number of local marinists have succeeded with it, it seems to lack the dash and vigour of many of the other butterflies and is probably best left as a 'must', rather than a 'may be'.

The almost incredible laxity on the part of
importers in naming their fishes accurately, especially in respect of common names, makes it rather difficult to pinpoint my last butterfly as accurately as I should like. It comes from the Red Sea, is long-bodied rather than round, has the first third of its body silvery white and the rear two-thirds purplish brown with thin silvery white vertical stripes. The tail is purple-brown with a white and yellow arrowhead nearest the body. It is said to be called Chaetodon mesoleucus, but I am not prepared to go further than that. It has a hedgehog-like appearance and, initially, at least, the general demeanour of the neatly attired clerical worker City-bound.

An air of respectability and good taste surrounds this creature and it offers itself as a fairly obvious foil to some of the more startling overtones of the remaining inhabitants of the community. At least, I bought one on this general assumption and I suppose that it has filled the bill pretty well. In terms of hardness I imagine there is hardly a butterfly likely to do better. The nitrite resurgence which so set me back in the early period of the second tank merely passed this fish by, and it behaved almost normally, apart from appearing a bit flurried at times. It fed throughout, though I have not known it to accept dried food in any form. It is almost the greediest fish I have, and certainly one of the boldest, yet aggression seems not to out unless there is provocation.

Its gluttonous approach—almost frantic at times—makes me begin to wonder whether this is the best fish for a community in which one is trying to establish some of the quieter subjects, but in circumstances where the fish are much of the same size and outlook this species should be regarded quite seriously by the beginner, particularly as, if most of the available specimens behave as mine does, disease tends to have little significance; i.e., it has never really looked off colour and took food a few minutes after entering strange waters—surely a telling recommendation.

To be continued

Readers' Queries Answered

Big Oscars

Could you please give me a complete list of the Oscars from 1½ in. upwards? All of the books I've read give only a brief word or two, and I do want to give the best. Could you also give the size of tank (sq. in. required per inch of fish) I have a tank 20 in. by 24 in. by 18 in. deep and I want to grow six or seven in one black shark to maturity. Is this adequate?

The tank you are keeping your Oscars in is certainly a good-sized one, but if by 'maturity' you mean 'full-sized' then it is not big enough to achieve your purpose. Oscars do, in fact, reach 'maturity', that is mature capable of breeding, from about 6 in. upwards and your tank will give you some fine, large specimens of fish even if they do not achieve their maximum size of about 12 in. Oscars are amiable fish, but with specimens there may be several amongst them and the usual pattern, with a group of fish all capable of reaching a good size is that a number of them will make better progress than the others so that there will be some disparity of size. The surface area rule that you are thinking of is to allow, for small tropicals, 12 sq. in. of water surface to 1 in. of fish body; but with the larger tropicals it is necessary to apply the same guide as is used for the larger-bodied coldwater fishes—24 sq. in. of water surface to 1 in. of fish body. Growth in the fish can be assisted by regular (about once every month) changing of a quarter of the tank's water and by frequent feeding of small quantities of food rather than the more usual two meals a day.

Oscars are extremely hearty eaters and their diet can and should be very varied. As they get bigger they will require their food in chunks of a size suitable for them to swallow. At a size of 1½ in. you can feed them on daphnia, scraps of raw, skinned, lamb— or ox-beet, tubifex worms if you use this food, white worms, pieces of shrimp or prawn or small pieces of cooked fish. Flaked dried food may also be taken. As the fish get bigger the tubifex and white worm can be replaced by small and then larger garden worms (chopped up if necessary to a suitable size), the size of the raw heart muscles can be increased, flaked dried food can be replaced by dried foods in tablet form and the occasional live guppy, or, ultimately, small goldfish can be given as food. Your black shark will also require vegetable matter—ideally algae scrapings, which will probably need to be supplemented with cooked lettuce or spinach; your oscars may be interested in this as well, or in duckweed and floating plants. Oats soaked in water and rolled into small pellets may also be welcomed and some specimens relish breakfast cereals.

Vigorous aeration or water circulation is another device to use to achieve large size in a fish, the movement of water encouraging vigorous swimming and good appetites.

Acriflavine: Euflavine

In the August edition of FF, under Readers' Queries Answered, you advised the use of neutral acriflavine from any pharmaceutical chemist. I have tried all our main chemists and have been advised that they cannot trace the chemical in question on any trade reference sheet.

We cannot understand the diffi-
Aqua GLOSSARY
No. 3
A PFM guide to the meanings and accepted pronunciation of the scientific names of aquarium subjects, arranged by word-roots in alphabetical order

Arch (Greek): anus, rectum. Pronounced ‘ark’. Used in names to refer to features associated with the anal fin of a species or in a group of fishes. For example, the Centracanthidae (‘sent-rank-id-ey’) is the family of sunfishes whose members characteristically have spiny anal fins (‘centrotus’, Greek: thorned). Also the genus Gymnarchus (‘gum-mark-uss’), in which the fishes are without an anal fin (‘gymno’, Greek: naked).

Coryn(e, o) (Greek): club. Pronounced ‘kor-rin-eh’, ‘kor-rin-oh’. For example, the genus name Corynopoma (‘kor-rin-oh-pom-a’ or ‘kor-rin-oh-poe-nah’) is descriptive of the club-ended extension to the gill-cover, i.e. corYO combined with pom (Greek: cover). In the plant genus Cryptocoryne (‘kript-oh-kor-rin-eh’) the prefix crypto (Greek: hidden) describes how the club-like group of stomata of the inflorescence of these plants is concealed within a tube.

Poly (Greek): many. Pronounced ‘polly’. For example, the generic name of the leaf fish, Polycentrus schomburgki (‘polly-sent-russ shom-berg-kee’), is derived from the many spines on its fins (‘centrotus’, Greek: thorned). Another leaf fish, Monocirrhus polyacanthus (‘mon-no-sirrus polly-ah-kanth-uss’), with many-spined fins has this feature indicated in its trivial name, i.e. poly in combination with acantho (Greek: spiny). Also Polypterus (‘poll-ip-terr-uss’, literally many fins), and the trivial name of the water plant Hygrophila polysperma (‘hy-grof-fill-ah poly-sperm-ah’; many seeds).

Tetra (Greek): four. Pronounced ‘tet-rah’. Fishes commonly called ‘tetras’ are of the subfamily Tetragonopterinae (literally four-sided fin, i.e. square-fin); their dorsal fins are usually rectangular and held upright. The genus name of the puffer fishes, Tetraodon (‘tet-rah-oh-don’) refers to the formation of their jaws into four tooth-like cutting edges (donto, Greek: tooth). Also, the trivial names of the Cuban cichlid, Cichlasoma tetracanthus (‘sick-lah-so-mah tet-rah-can-thuss’ with four spines on the anal fin and of the water lily Nymphaea tetragona (‘nim-fic-ah tet-rah-gon-ah’; four seed-chambers or ovaries).

Xantho (Greek): yellow. Pronounced ‘zan-tho’. For example, the specific name of the bumblebee gobies, Brachygobius xanthoxon (‘brak-ee-go-bee-uss zan-tho-zone-ah’) describes the yellow body zones (bands) of this fish. Also the marine yellow butterfly fish Chaetodon xanthurus (‘kite-oh-don zan-thur-uss’), whose specific name means yellow tail (‘urus’, Latin: tail). The term xanthochromism (‘zan-tho-crow-ism’) is used to describe the presence of yellow colour in, for example, the goldfish, and xanthophyll (‘zan-tho-fill’) is a yellow (leaf) pigment of plants.
The great snag about this was that the earth itself tended to cake and to assume a mud-like texture, which ultimately led to the death of the worms mainly, I believe, because of a lack of oxygen: the air simply had no means of getting through a soil texture devoid of its customary interstices. I tried several other containers without great success, and in most cases the inhabitants simply removed themselves to more agreeable places overnight because I had allowed too much room for ventilation.

Last year a friend presented me with a startling variety of earthenware flower pots and seed pans after spring cleaning his potting shed, and I experimented with a number of the latter. These varied in size from 9 to 15 in. in diameter and were all about 5 in. deep. I kept earthworms in one of them and whiteworm in several others. So far as earthworms are concerned, I seem to have resolved my storage problems; the medium consists of soil from the garden with the addition of half its bulk in peat, and the top of the container is completely sealed with a sheet of glass. A few lettuce leaves or grass snippings are added as food once every 2 weeks or so, and the soil surface is given a light watering at the same sort of interval. The worms are added every time I dig over the garden, and they seem to take overcrowding quite kindly. This, incidentally, is in contrast with the results achieved with the enchytrae, which seem somehow to do rather better in plastic containers. I get the impression that the earthenware bowls dry out rather too quickly, and some of the cultures have been less than satisfactory.

One final point about feeding any sort of worm to fishes. It is often supposed that you simply cut a worm of whatever size into quarter-inch lengths and let the fish take their pick. Nothing could be more of a potential danger in overcrowded tanks, where the result of uneaten food rotting away unseen can prove cataclysmic. You must relate the size of the worm particle to the size of mouth of your fish, and if you have small fish you must patiently pare the worms down to size. This applies equally to whiteworm, which many simply feed whole. I have often seen reluctant feeders accept chopped worm when they have rejected both large and tiny unchopped worm. I suppose it is the instinct which makes the piranha attack wounded prey that comes into operation in the case of these other fish, but it is a factor worth remembering when acclimatising some of those impossible or plain awkward specimens we come across throughout our experience.

The enthusiast is blind to most things other than
the subject of his particular fancy. This is a great pity where living things are concerned because very few indeed live as solitary purified objects buffered against all external maladies and parasites by some form of natural benevolence. It is not particularly difficult to establish whether your dog has fleas, nor, once their presence has been proven, is the extent of the infestation so very difficult to assess. With lesser creatures like fishes and their underwater companions such as snails it is vastly more of a problem to size up the situation in a way likely to be of practical use to the fishkeeper. It is well known that many creatures carry parasites or other passengers throughout their life cycles and the presence or otherwise of these strangers affects the performance of the host either favourably or otherwise. Changes of bodily function in the host like the increase or decrease of body secretions may bring about a diminution or multiplication of the passengers and their reactions will be either to the detriment or benefit of the host. The inter-relationship of these animals is, of course, in turn affected by the chemical and physical nature of the water in which they live and this is a study in itself.

It is clearly evident that more fishkeepers than not probably regard their fish more as separate entities than complex little communities of millions of little bugs plus one large one. It accounts for the question so often asked of the dealer as to whether this or that particular specimen will do well in one of the several hundred thousand tanks which exist in this country. Often he is also expected to hazard a guess as to whether or not specimen A will live for x or y years in that same tank, and whether, if paired with specimen B the offspring will reach saleable size within 3 months. Admittedly, some dealers do try to answer such questions categorically, but they are most unwise in the attempt. Virtually anything verging on the dogmatic at this stage is likely to be remembered long after events have proved diametrically otherwise, and dented images tend to assert themselves.

The dealer may well consider how to encourage his customers towards greater understanding of what fishes really are, and it has always struck me that if only he carried a range of microscopes on his shelves he would have made a few steps along the right road at the very least. I wonder how many aquarists have ever stood aside from their routine interests and taken time off to study their hobby under high magnification? I would hazard a guess that not one in ten of us has taken the thought seriously. What a store of knowledge and fascination may be tapped by this simple means! It is possible that some of us may be seduced from the mainstream of the hobby by venturing into this almost endless alternative pursuit, but I doubt whether many will be when it comes to it as there isn’t time enough in the day for the majority of us.

The possession of a microscope, however simple and inexpensive the model, will nevertheless give us an opportunity of seeing a fish or a water flea as it really is, and not as we see them on the pages of a glossy textbook. If you look at a scale or at a minute drop of tank water the impact is absolutely staggering, and the better the microscope the greater is the insight one gathers. Illustrations of microscopic sections always look most dreary in books on the subject, but when you see the real thing in 3D you will share my enthusiasm, I feel sure.

At some future date I may well take this subject further, but the intervening time may allow readers who are languishing in the wilderness of partial ignorance to equip themselves with the means of getting close up to their hobby. I would hope to see aquatic dealers in this period cashing in on my suggestion to carry some suitable stock. It makes me sad to see purveyors of radios and binoculars stealing a march on those who could talk intelligently about the application of the instrument they sell. I wonder who will take me up on this.

Incidentally, for those with a little more money to spend on a microscope than the £5-£10 needed for a basic sort of model, there are some glorious old brass instruments round and about the country in antique shops, and they can be had for £25 or so, upwards. They are not only the almost perfect means of carrying out operations, but in themselves they are examples of engineering and optical craftsmanship at their very best, and even if you never look through them, are likely to become much sought-after reminders of the past in a form unlikely ever to be repeated.

The AQUARIUM SHOW ’72

SCHEDULE for entries in the competitive classes have been sent to societies and are also available from 1968. Closing date for completed entry forms, which should be returned to show secretary Ron Kerridge (17 Gillianda, Harlow, Essex), is 16th October. Berthing is from 5.00 p.m. on Thursday, 16th October.

AMONG the new perpetual trophies to be awarded at this year’s Show are the ESS-ES Trophy, the Hykro Peterama Trophy and the Phillips Trophy, and in the marine classes three trophies presented by the British Marine Aquarists’ Association: the President's Trophy for the best marine, the South-Western Group trophy for best native marine and the Midland Group trophy for the best tropical marine.
KEN BARRATT finds few problems in

Breeding the Dwarf Corydoras

Reported by CLIFF HARRISON

MOST hobbyists at some time or another succumb to the appeal of a small furnished tank initially containing a pair or so of a single variety of fish, whose offspring (those avoiding the hungry mouths of the parents anyway) reach maturity in the same aquarium, and are then used to replenish displays elsewhere, or are passed on to newcomers in the keeping.

Guppy's are perhaps the most common example of this, along with other livebearers, and some of us have even been successful with zebras or White Cloud Mountain minnows. But how does the idea of a similar technique with the dwarf corydoras (Corydoras hastatus) appeal to you? The fortunate owner of such a prolific strain of this popular catfish is Mr Ken Barratt of New Malden, Surrey, who has now spawned them regularly for some years.

The original pair of C. hastatus owned by Mr Barratt were acting as 'housemaids' in a tank containing a small pair of mouthbreeders, and when these latter spawned it appeared to trigger off the catfish too. Clusters of eggs appeared on the glass, and for a time there were fry from the two sets of parents in the same aquarium. The mouthbreeders were then removed, and the Corydoras acted as themselves in a set-up that has been faithfully copied ever since.

The aquarium is 16 in. by 8 in. by 8 in., with a shallow layer of gravel on the base. A small, artificial stone wall curves around one corner, a large silver drum covers most of the gravel in the centre foreground, and a sparse row of Vallisneria along the tank glass provides just a little cover for the fry.

Temperature is maintained around 76°F (24°C). In present there are nearly 50 catfish in there, in a range of sizes and ages, and the procedure to get them to spawn is quite simple; every few weeks, as the tank becomes dirty, half the water is siphoned out and replaced with fresh tap water of a similar temperature. Within a couple of days the eggs usually appear on the glass, deposited by any or many of the adult fish, and these subsequently hatch out.

The other mature fish appear to take no notice of the eggs, but they are certainly responsible for the very low survival rate of the young (as must be expected with this method of raising fish). The fry are fed on micro worm and brine shrimp, together with the white worm, spinach and proprietary flake food given to the adults. Mr Barratt also adds a small piece of chalk to the aquarium to help the development of the bones and the armour-plating in the young. In the 4 years, more than 50 hastatus have achieved maturity, starting with that original pair, and although many have been passed to other hobbyists, they have not shown the same interest in spawning away from that miniscule 16 in. by 8 in. by 8 in. tank that has now seen three generations of this catfish.

Mr Barratt has also raised small numbers of two other varieties of Corydoras—the very popular bronze catfish, C. aureus, and the attractively marked C. spilurus—but in each case the parents insisted on spawning in a 36 in. community aquarium, and the eggs had to be carefully scraped off and hatched out elsewhere. Despite repeated attempts neither set of Corydoras would perform as required in a specially prepared breeding tank, and many variables such as type of water, presence of rocks and plants, temperature and lighting were tried and discounted.

Whilst the method of breeding fish described here is not unique by any means, it is the regularity of success with a difficult Corydoras species that merits attention. Perhaps other readers of *PFM* are having similar success with difficult species—if so we would like to hear about it, particularly where it involves methods not previously described.

Aqua Tip

An idea that was new to us was seen at the new premises of St John's Aquarium in Wandsworth, London. The fluorescent light tubes in use over the tanks are fitted into lengths of plastic roof guttering, which is then placed upside down directly on to the aquarium glass covers. The inside of the guttering has been painted gloss white to provide a reflective surface. It is, of course, easy to drill this material to take small bolts by which the clips for the fluorescent tubes can be fixed. The arrangement certainly provides a neat and practical housing for overhead lighting.
Golden Malawis in a
CICHLID COMMUNITY TANK

The author's community tank of mixed cichlid species

By JAMES DUNBAR
Photographs by the author

These days so much is heard about the viciousness of the African cichlids that it is nice to be able to write about a Lake cichlid which I have found to be very peaceful—namely *Pseudotropheus trophops*. I wouldn't like to generalise and say that each and every *tropheops* is peaceful for, as all aquarists know, fish vary from individual to individual.

Purchasing four of these fish when they were about 3 months old, I placed them in a 30 in. by 15 in. by 12 in. tank by themselves, feeding them on tubifex, daphnia and flake food; in fact these fish were never fussy what they ate, as they also enjoyed cooked cabbage, chicken and scraped frozen liver. At the age of 6 months they were 4 in. long. It was at this time I introduced them to my cichlid community tank, which I may add is fully planted and scaped, as I like a really lushly planted aquarium.

Amongst the cichlids I have in my collection are *Pelmatochromis lithobranch*, *Nannochromis multicinctus*, *Pelmatochromis thomasi*, *Cichlasoma spilurus*, *Heritiera multirostris* and a few other species of dwarf cichlids.

The *tropheops* were very amusing fish as they had some very odd habits; well—they were odd habits to me, as these were the first African cichlids I had kept, and amusing to the extent that one could watch them for hours at their antics. They would chase each other up and down the tank, or form a circle of about 8 inches diameter, in which nose to tail they would spiral up and down from the water's surface to the gravel, ending up side by side, quivering vigorously.
Golden Malawi cichlids (Pseudotropheus trophops) in the author’s tank have eaten water plants and left the gravel almost undisturbed. In company with other African cichlids they have not been quarrelsome.

With these antics taking place regularly I thought that this was their pre-mating ritual and that I had been fortunate in that at least I had one pair. This wasn’t to be the case, as things never developed any further. All four fish were very deep in the body, which led me to surmise that my four fish were females and the above-mentioned antics were their way of having fun.

The colour of Pseudotropheus trophops is a golden yellow, which I imagine leads to the fish being sometimes called the golden Malawi cichlid. The dorsal fin has a black bar going from front to back, tipped with gold; where the black bar ends there is a number of gold spots. The pectoral fins are also gold, with the anal and pectoral fins gold with heavy black bars. On two of my fish the anal fin also had gold spots.

The water in my tank was not treated in any way, being used straight from the tap; about one-third of the water was changed every 4 weeks. Filtration was by two undergravel filters and a small outside power filter, which was operated for about 4 hours each day.

During the time I have kept the trophops they never excavated holes or chewed the plants, and concerning the plants this amazed me, owing to their liking of cooked cabbage. All fins were intact, as was all the finnage of the other cichlids in the tank. I think that owing to the heavy planting the fishes have plenty of hiding places if and when they are being pursued.

For anyone contemplating setting up a tank to house the African cichlids the trophops deserves consideration.

---

**Meetings and Changes of Officers**

**SISCO AC.** Change of officers: Chairman, Mrs Ruby Howe; secretary, Mr Derek Bright; treasurer, Mr Jack Howe; show secretary, Mr Brian Sharp.

**KILNBRAM AS.** New secretary: Mr R. J. Young 116 The Causeway, Billingham.

**BISHOPS CLEVEY AS.** Show secretary for 1973: Mrs J. Hawkins (44 Burton Street, Chesterham, Glos.); show manager, Mr J. Greenwood (12 Russell Place, Chesterham).

**BLETH TFS.** Meetings: fortnightly, The Residential Club, Wright Street, Blyth.

**BRITISH KOI KEEPERS’ SOCIETY.** President, Mr W. D. Fawcett; vice-president, Mr E. A. Allen; secretary, Mrs H. M. Withers; Lombardy Close, Peterborough; Tel. 3464 (2 lines); treasurer, Mrs C. J. Holley (42 Fallow Court Avenue, London, N. 7); newsletter editor, Mr L. W. Waddell; committee members, Mr H. de Brito, Mr B. Chapman, Mr E. A. Gibbons, Mr A. A. Lawrence, Mr W. R. Seal, Mr M. Shaw.

**INDIENDE AS.** Meetings: Holleney Junior, Bruisborough Secondary School, Eden Grove, Ilkeston, London, N. 7; details: Mr J. A. Mee, 106 Essex Road, Ilkeston, Nr. 81 L.

**EAST KILBRIDE AC.** President, Mr N. G. Grant; secretary, Mr A. R. Watson (18 Wyndfield Green, Westwood b, East Kilbride, Glasgow, G74 8EY); treasurer, Mr J. Thompson; minutes secretary, Mr A. Hysda.

**ILFORD DA & PS.** Meetings: second Monday of month, 6.45 p.m., St Lawrence Church Hall, Hamilton Avenue, Ilford.

**LLANTWIT MAJOR AS.** Chairman, Mr R. W. Wegg; vice-chairman, Mr J. Edwards; show secretary, Mr J. Edwards; assistant, Mr J. Thompson; secretary and treasurer, Mr S. Nelson (48 Vere Street, Cadogan, Barry, Glam.)

**NELSON AS.** New secretary, Mr R. McKenna (28 Bath Street, Nelson, Lancs.).

**ROTHEHAM & DAS.** New secretary, Mrs J. Aitken (9 Bent Lathes Avenue, Rotherham, Yorks. 86X 48L); phone Rotherham 501395.

**SOUTHEASTON AS.** New show secretary, Mr I. D. M. Durrant (172 Trinity Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex; phone Southend 324370).

**SUFFOLK A & P.A.** Secretary: Mr F. Shelfet (44 Prospect Street, Ipswich). Meetings: The Central Conservative Club, Ipswich.

**THURROCK AS.** New show secretary, Mr A. Badke (9 Penn Place, Gravesend, Kent). Meetings: second Tuesday of month, 7.45 p.m., The British Legion Club, Welbeck Street, Castleford. New members very welcome.
Care with Lighting is Needed for the Best from the

Black-line Tetra

Hyphessobrycon scholzei E. Ahl

When one is asked to recommend an undemanding, peace-loving fish suitable for most tanks, *Hyphessobrycon scholzei* can be suggested without further thought. The black-line tetra, which comes from the waters of the lower Amazon around Pará, reaches a maximum size of only about 2 in. and it is perfectly suitable for keeping in the company of its own kind and of other non-belligerent fishes. It was first imported into Europe in 1936 and because of the ease with which it breeds it can be found pretty regularly in aquarists' shops although, unfortunately, not so often in the hobbyists' tanks. For this is one of those fishes that require very careful display if it is not to become an unsaleable remainder in the shopkeeper's tank.

It requires housing in a well-planted aquarium carefully placed or lit so that a good light falls diagonally into it from above. And for perfect display black-line tetras require companions such as *Hyphessobrycon flammus* or *Hyphessobrycon griemii*. These last two species thrive under the same conditions and are similar in temperament to the black-line tetra, but it is their 'counter-striping' that truly sets off the horizontal black streak of our *scholzei*. A well set-up tank with a shoal of black-line tetras and flame tetras is a beautiful sight. In fact, when kept alone the black line of our tetra tends to pale and the fish appears pallid; then, of course, it fails to be of interest to the customer. It's quite a different story when the fish have been carefully chosen to create a picture in the tank.

Photographs by the author

Translation by F. Marsh

By Rudolph Zukal
There are lots of other examples, of course, of the value of careful planning of tank companions to give this sort of effect; for instance, black mollies and red platys make a wonderful sight when kept together.

The black-line tetra has a slender body, compressed at the sides. Its back is a light olive-green to brown with bluish silver sides. When the light falls correctly, the fish has a brassy gleam. The belly is silvery, the gill covers gleam gold and the iris of the eye is yellow. From the gills to the end of the tail runs the characteristic black horizontal stripe ending in an angular fleck or blotch; narrow metallic-glistening stripes parallel the black line above.

The pectoral fins are colourless but the other fins have a pinkish flush so delicate that it can be easily missed by the unheeding eye. Sex differences are distinguishable in the body size of the adult fish—the male is the slimmer of the two, but in any case his caudal fin is the more serrated.

A normal temperature as low as 64°F (18°C) is sufficient and even a further drop in temperature over a short period will not harm this tetra. Breeding takes place at a temperature of 75°F (24°C). A small glass tank can be used for spawning—gravel is not essential but a quantity of fine-leaved plants should be included. Special water is not needed but water with a neutral reaction is best—tapwater that has stood for several days and subsequently well aerated will be adequate. The propagation of the fish is similar to that for Hyphessobrycon flammus—the male is placed in the tank a day before the female but once the female joins him spawning will usually take place within a very few hours. Afterwards both parents, who are egg-eaters, must be removed. The number of eggs laid is fairly high, often over a hundred, and the brood are free-swimming after about 6 days. The first 3-4 weeks of their life they spend close to the bottom of the tank and require the finest dry food. They reach maturity within 6 months and are then ready for further breeding.

When I took the photographs of this particular spawning I left the sand in the tank as I didn't want...
What's New?

Broad Spectrum Remedy

WARDLEY'S new Promethysaul (distributed by TTH (Great Britain) Ltd., 13 Nutley Lane, Reigate, Surrey, RH2 9HR) is a 'broad spectrum' remedy that the manufacturers state will deal with most disorders, either in their mild or severe forms, of tropical fishes. The 40p plastic bottle contains enough liquid to treat up to 120 gallons of water. One teaspoonful per 20 gallons of water, it is suggested, should be used once weekly as a disease preventive; to treat a mild infection one teaspoonful per 10 gallons of aquarium water is recommended or for a moderate to severe infection one teaspoonful per 5 gallons, repeated as necessary. A major advantage pointed out is that filtration and aeration may be maintained and water temperature kept at a normal 75-80°F. Newly acquired fishes, it is stated, will be cleared of parasites if kept in a solution of one teaspoon of Promethysaul per 5 gallons for 24 hours before introduction into the aquarium. A caution is printed on the bottle that the medication must be kept out of the reach of children and away from clothing.

Filter Aid

INCREASED efficiency of operation for the undergravel filter is the aim of Browsam's Sub-Gravel Filter Blanket (Browsam Ltd., 823B High Road, London, N12 8PR). The blanket, made of Corolle, a translucent plastic foam about 1 in. thick, is placed between filter and gravel to prevent fine particles from blocking filter holes. Where it is required to use part under the gravel in the aquarium the new filter blanket finds a further use. The manufacturers point out that the blanket makes a perfect anchor for the roots of aquatic plants and suggest that the use of two blankets with a layer of Browsam fertiliser or aquarium post between them will promote plant growth. Individually packed in polythene, the blankets can be bought in stock sizes to fit 18 in., 24 in. and 36 in. by 12 in. tanks, but can also readily be cut to fit tanks of any size or shape.

Fish Vitamins

AN interesting new addition to the aquarium menu has been developed and marketed by Phillips Yeast Products Ltd. (Park Royal Road, London, N.W.10). This is Aquavite, designed to provide nine essential vitamins (A, D3, E, B12, niacinic acid, choline, calcium pantothenate and B6) in such a form that they are absorbed by the fish even when they are not actively feeding. This new development is based on research in the field of fish farming into the nutritional requirements of fish, which, as the manufacturers explain in an informative leaflet that is supplied with the bottles of tablets, has led to the interesting finding that, compared with some other animal species, fish can have a much higher requirement for almost all known vitamins. For instance, the work showed a requirement of four times more vitamin B1 than man, five times more niacinic acid and 16 times more vitamin B12. Since this vitamin preparation yields vitamins in forms soluble in water the substances can be absorbed across the gill and other membranes of a fish and it is not necessary for them to be ingested with food.

The tablets are supplied in bottles of 50 (30p), one tablet being sufficient for 25 gallons of water. The manufacturers suggest that Aquavite should be given twice a week to freshwater tropicales and every other day to marine species to promote health, fertility and colour brilliance, and claim that the tablets are of particular value for fish that are not feeding well, such as newly acquired marines or the more temperamental of the freshwater tropicales.

Mr R. E. Dudley

IT is with great regret that we announce the sudden death of Mr R. E. Dudley at the end of August.

Ron Dudley, known and respected by aquarists from almost every part of the country, was never happier than when in the midst of a lively discussion, whether at a show, his local society, or in his own sitting room. His forthright views were legend, but were well founded on his many years of practical experience and painstaking study of the subjects. As founder and chairman of the South Park Aquatic (Study) Society, and PRO for the Goldfish Society of Great Britain, he pursued fishkeeping with an almost youthful enthusiasm; coldwater fishes were always his first love, and his unstinting efforts as spokesman and unofficial ambassador for that side of the hobby brought him into frequent communication with this magazine. His achievements are well known to the scores of hobbyists who were welcome visitors to his Wimbledon home, and Ron took a particular pleasure in passing on his own observations and tips to less experienced aquarists. He was, in recent months, involved in making plans for the GSGB display at The Aquarium Show this year, his enthusiastic support for the Show having been readily given each year. A week to the day before his death he had been active at his club's annual show.

To his wife Marguerite and son David, both well known to share Ron's involvement in the hobby, we extend our sincere condolences: that the coldwater fraternity of aquarium-keepers will with them be feeling a deep sense of personal loss there can be no doubt.
CALLING all marine enthusiasts! Mr M. Strong, PGO of the Association reminds all marine fishkeepers and BMAA members that the Association is planning a special show this year - The AQUARIUM SHOW on which will be displayed native and tropical marine species and where members of the BMAA will be on hand to supply information about membership, badges, and the monthly ‘Marine’ that members receiving on joining. BMAA members are asked to support the Association’s effort at the show. Support is also urgently required for the marine fishkeepers to come along to THE AQUARIUM SHOW to meet the members of the Association personally.

MR J. KNOTT has won the Pond Competition held by ILFORD & DA. PS. Mr H. Berger, first with a tank, and Mr W. Rowe third. A lecture given by Mr D. L. Scagnetti on tropical fish mutations proved extremely popular and many of the questions put to the lecturer revealed the interest that members felt in this complex side of the hobby. Members enjoyed a number of successes at the Dagenham Town Show, where the Society failed by only a single point to collect the Inter-club Trophy. Successful club members were: Mr Stanley, first with a T. marina; Mr. Rowe, third with green tetra, fourth with jewel ciclid; second with house plants. Mr Berger, two firsts (furnished aquaria, singlestock) second with angelfish, fourth with same, third with tenualostus, fourth with same. An APistogramma ramirezi won the best fish in show award at the Open Show held by GEDDISH & CLEES-THORPE AS. This had been entered by J. & H. Dernie of Dorkhan who received the trophy donated by Mr & Mrs A. M. Watson of Hambleton. Mr & Mrs Davison of Gainsborough AS won the Best Angel trophy donated by the Society chairwoman and husband. Mr & Mrs Jennings of Gainsborough AS won the Fowler trophy for the visiting society receiving most points (1 Crewe; 3 Scunthorpe).

LIVEBEAKERS. Guppy: 1 & 2, E. Kirk & Son (Lincoln); 3, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford); 4, Mrs M. & Mrs Richardson (Oxford); 5, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford); 6, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford); 7, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford).

CHARACINS. Bumblebee: 1 & 2, Mr & Mrs Pugson (Southampton); 3, Mrs & Mrs Blundell (Crawley); 4, Mr J. A. Whitley (Lincoln); 5, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford); 6, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford).

CICHLIDS. Dwarf: 1 & 2, E. Kirk & Son (Lincoln); 3, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford); 4, Mr J. A. Whitley (Lincoln); 5, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford); 6, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Oxford).
AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the FEDERATION OF NORTHERN AQUARIUM SOCIETIES recently held a Management Committee has been set up to deal with the running of the Federation. This Management Committee is to consist of chairman (separate from the office of president), secretary, assistant secretary, treasurer, show secretary, chairman of Judges & Standards Committee and two lay members and the Committee will have the power to co-opt. Until the next AGM the positions on the Management Committee are to be filled by the existing holders of the posts of secretary, assistant secretary, treasurer, show secretary, and the posts of chairman of Judging and Standards and the two lay members are to be filled by Mr W. Kelly, Mr C. Walker, Mr R. Davies and Mr H. Shackleton respectively. New 8th class judges of the Federation are: Mr J. Bland, (Southend & D&AS), Mr E. Cartwright (Gorton & Openhouse), Mr D. Glen (Bury & D&AS), Mr A. Slesbury (Gorton & Openhouse).

MIDLAND Tropical Aquarists were the Society with the most entries and most awards at the Fourth Open Show held by BEDWORTH A & PS. Mr R. Bows (Ind.) entered the best fish in the show. Other special award winners were: best livebearer, Mrs D. Crickshank (Ealing); best kille, R. & F. Hirst (Coventry); best breeders egg-layers, Mr R. North (Pembury); best coldwater, Mr F. Warta (Coventry); best anubias or simular fish, Mr R. Bowes; winners of best quality class, Mr R. Bowes; best large fish (other than best in show), Mr Kinscoy (Ind.); best small fish (other than best in show), Miss S. Hartwell (Hinckley); most entries, G. & S. (Northampton); most awards, Mr D. White (Bedworth) and Mr J. Goodman (Worthing). Mr Lindley of Bedworth won the 3ft tank and stand donated by Mr Ray Mayer.

ANOTHER specialist society meeting that will be taking place at this year’s AQUARIUM SHOW is that of the BRITISH KOI KEEPER’S SOCIETY. The meeting is being held on the Sunday afternoon and the officers hope that as many members as possible will be able to attend. The meeting will be addressed by the Society’s vice-president, Mr Colin Ree, who will talk on the experience in keeping and breeding Koi. The Society secretary will supply any details required and letters should be addressed to: Mrs H. Allen, 1. Anthony Close, Peterborough, PE1 3XU (Phone 67997).

THE best fish in award show was exhibited by Mr B. Fryer at the LLANTWIT MAJOR AS show. The fish entered by a Llantrissian member was the following: Mr J. Edwards. Detailed results are (FBAS standards).
Strong Coldwater Section at the Midland Show

OVERHEARD at this year’s MIDLAND OPEN SHOW was a remark made by a non-fishkeeping water being shown around by his aquarist friend—"Is there any chance of cheating going on in the competition—can they magnify the fish at all?". He was looking at the coldwater section at the time, and he might well ask the question as there were some fine fish on view. The MIDLAND AQUARIUM AND POOL SOCIETY were, in fact, particularly delighted with the coldwater entry received at this year’s show, which turned out to be a record.

There were eight entries in Class B—the Society group entries—ranging from the humorous to the prophetic and educational. The winning entry came from the North Warks. AS—a beautifully executed scene cleverly linking many humorous aquatic touches to the theme "Learning is fun with N. Warks. AS"; it showed a class room with desks and fishy students, with teacher pointing out the letters written on the blackboard 'Aa is for amano—Bb is for barb.'

Second award went to the entry from Lucas APS showing a TV control panel with tanks of fishes and plants, each tank from a particular world habitat, forming the "wonders" and linked with switch-controlled lights to a world map and descriptions of the fishes. MAPS own entry was awarded third place.

A delightful pond emphasised the special interest of MAPS in the coldwater side of the hobby and great play was made of the name of the Society with maps of the area and local clubs lining the walls.

Fourth award was made to the British Marine Aquarists’ Association entry showing a replica of the BMAA magazine, with tanks let into the side that contained a fine selection of marine life.

Mr R. Trippas won the best in the show award, the Gilbert Cup and £10 cash prize. The coldwater award went to Mr H. Stock, the Eversden Cup and £10 cash prize. The other special trophies were awarded as follows: Mr Harvey Stock, the E. A. Mason Memorial trophy for best twin-tail; Mrs A. F. Wicks, the Taylor Cup for best shubunkin, the Webb Cup for best Bristol shubunkin (novice); Mr G. J. Bell, the Rowatt Cup for best shubunkin bred in 1972 by exhibitor; Mr H. T. Jago, the Raven Cup for best common goldfish. The Butler Cup for best moor to Mr M. J. Neil; Mr R. J. Hough, the Mrs A. F. Keyes Cup; Mr A. E. Roberts won the Graham-Keys Cup for best veiltail, the Codby Cup for best shubunkin 3 in. body limit, the P. Smith Cup for best breeders’ entry, and the Championship Cup (for MAPS members only) for the highest number of points gained in the show. Awards in the tropical classes went to: Dodge Cup, best barb, Mr T. R. Davis; Harron Cup, Mr D. J. O’Leary; L. Stokes Cup for best a.v. barb, Mr & Mrs E. R. Bird who also won the J.C. Fraggatt trophy for best a.v. catfish; S & D. Green Cup, raspasors, Mr J. Fox; W. V. Jones Cup, best characin, Atwood & Williams; Mrs Gilbert Cup, best amphibian, Mr E. T. Cubill; Inter Pet trophy, best dwarf gilchlid, Mr R. J. Parke; T. G. Sutton Cup, best guppy, Mr J. Weekbourne; Coleman Cup, best poecilid, and S. W. Richardson Memorial trophy Mr R. L. Brown. Fandy Cup, best breeders, Mr R. Trippas; Carrington Memorial trophy, a.v. toothcarps, Mr N. Furness; Novice Tankard, Mr S. Hooper; P. W. Jinks trophy, Mr M. H. Delingpole; J. & R. Witts Cup, juniors, J. Sheldon.

Detailed results were:

Coldwater Goldfish & Conus, 1, Mr H. T. Jago; 2, Mr E. E. Watts, Mr J. Witts. Bristol shubunkin, 1-3 in. body limit: 1, Mr C. H. Burrell; 2, Mr T. G. Sutton; 3, Mr M. T. Mason. Bristol shubunkin, breed 1972: 1, Mr G. J. Bell; 2, Mr A. E. Roberts; 3, Mr R. F. Davies. Bristol shubunkin (MAPS): 1 & 3, Mr A. E. Roberts; 2, Mr J. A. Davies. Bristol shubunkin, pairs: 1, Mr J. Ford; Bristol shubunkin, 2 in. body limit: 1 & 2, Mr A. E. Roberts; 3, Mr M. T. Mason. Bristol shubunkin (novice): 1, Mrs A. F. Wicks; 2, Mr M. T. Mason. Nanaea scaled calico veiltail: 1, Mr A. E. Roberts; 2, & 3, Mr T. G. Sutton. Metallic veiltail oranda: 1 & 3, Mr A. E. Roberts; 2, Mr R. J. Hough. Black moors: 1 & 2, Mr M. J. Neil; 3, Mr A. E. Roberts. Metallic scaled...
A REDuc show, owned by Mr J. A. Whiteley of Alresford, won the best fish in show award at the ANSON AQUATIC CLUB Show (FBAS).

Aqua: t: H. Krombad, Independent: B: 1: Mr. Maas (Basingstoke); 2: Mr. B. Davis (Basingstoke); 3: Mr. J. H. Taylor (Basingstoke); 4: Mr. F. D. Taylor (Basingstoke); 5: Mr. T. G. Davis (Basingstoke). B: 1: Mr. J. H. Taylor (Basingstoke); 2: Mr. F. D. Taylor (Basingstoke); 3: Mr. T. G. Davis (Basingstoke); 4: Mr. J. H. Taylor (Basingstoke); 5: Mr. F. D. Taylor (Basingstoke). C: 1: Mr. J. H. Taylor (Basingstoke); 2: Mr. F. D. Taylor (Basingstoke); 3: Mr. T. G. Davis (Basingstoke); 4: Mr. J. H. Taylor (Basingstoke); 5: Mr. F. D. Taylor (Basingstoke).

AT ALFRETON & DAS Open Show over 350 entries were received from 33 different societies. Results were as follows:

AQUARIUMS: 1st: Mr. M. Lovell (Sheffield), second: Mr. J. Jones (Bristol), third: Mr. M. Lovell (Sheffield), fourth: Mr. J. Jones (Bristol).

PETROSYLLOIDS: 1st: Mr. M. Lovell (Sheffield), second: Mr. J. Jones (Bristol), third: Mr. M. Lovell (Sheffield), fourth: Mr. J. Jones (Bristol).

FISHKEEPERS from 25 clubs, from Canada to East London and from Bristol to Hastings, entered 319 exhibits at the first Open Show of the PETROSYLLOIDS & FAS. Judges were: Mr. W. H. Scholz (OSCR) and Messrs Ellis, Jeff, Nickoll, Toveke and Toveke (FBAS), and were very pleased to be able to award a first place to a Rota splendens sent by post from Canada. Special awards were: Tombridge trophy for best fish in show, awarded to C. J. Martin (NKAS) who entered a Brotula courtae; FBAS Champion.
FEDERATION NEWS

Judge-Grading Proposals to Receive Further Discussion

AT the opening of the Federation's Annual Assembly last month in London, chairman Mr. R. Eason paid a tribute to Mr. Ron Dudley, whose sudden death had occurred a week earlier. All at the Assembly stood in silence for a minute's observance. The delegates met in the larger hall now required to accommodate the numbers attending. It was announced that the latest total of affiliated societies was 184 and that more and more societies in all parts of the U.K. are taking advantage of the benefits of affiliation. One of the major items of discussion in the afternoon's meeting proved to be the proposals from the Federation's Judges and Standards Committee for a new 'three-tier' grade-grading system. The present number of 'A' class judges is well known to be inadequate for the calls made on them. The proposal to introduce a 'C' class of judge had the object of remedying this shortage and delegates were asked to bring back their societies' comments for consideration at the annual general meeting of the Federation to be held on and December next.

1972 Championship Class Results

Class A  Burbs (Medway AS Show)  Mrs. R. Coyle
                                    (Independent AS)
Class B  Cichlid (Tunbridge AS Show)  Mr. C. Kinsey
                                    (Independent AS)
Class C  Catfish (Tunbridge AS Show)  Mrs. L. R. Heap (Castleford)
Class D  Cichlid (Stockton-on-Tees Show)  Mr R. R. Bowes
                                    (Indian AS)
Class E  Labyrinth (Portsmouth AS Show)  Mr. P. T. Bowes
                                    (Mid-Sussex AS)
Class F  Catfish (Tunbridge AS Show)  Mrs. D. Lambourn (Oxford)
Class H  Corydoras (Corby & DAS Show)  Mr. R. Wright
                                    (East Dulwich AS)
Class J  Rasboras (Bucknell AS Show)  Mr. D. R. K. MacKenzie
                                    (Kingston & DAS)
Class K  Danios & minnows (High Wycombe AS Show)  Mr. R. Newnham
                                    (Uxbridge & DAS)
Class N  Egglayer pair (York & DAS Show)  Mr. A. Blake
                                    (Harington & DAS)
Class P  Guppy, female (Independent AS Show)  Mr. P. Coyle
                                    (Independent AS)
Class Q  Swordtails (Romney AS Show)  Mr. S. Mason
                                    (Romney AS)
Class S  Mollies (Southend, Leigh & DAS Show)  Mrs. D. Duffin
                                    (Kingston & DAS)
Class V  Twintailed goldfish (Anson AS Show)  Mr. R. King
                                    (Aylesbury AS)
Class X  Breeder (Half Moon AS Show)  Mrs. R. Kivling
                                    (Doncaster AS)

* Winners of Federation Championship Trophies in classes for single fish automatically become eligible for the Supreme Championship Trophy Competition (to be staged at The AQUARIUM SHOW '72 at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall, London, S.W.1, 27th-29th October). Six awards are made at this Competition.

See the Champions in London this month.
In Brief . . .

'ARE the experts always right?' provided BRISTOL AS with an evening of controversy when they met as usual on the second Monday of the month, 7.45 p.m., at Bishopston Parish Hall. The questions, from current periodicals, were put to the floor and answers compared with the one given in the magazine. The result showed that there can be several correct answers to seemingly the most simple question.

MR R. TURNER won in the tropical labyrinths class with a thick-lip gourami in the SUFFOLK A & PS table show competition (2, Mr D. Howard; 3, Mr N. Crowe). The coldwater class was led by Master G. Bostock (2, Mr J. Hart).

AS HASTINGS & ST LEONARDS AS pride themselves on obtaining some of the best speakers in the hobby they were delighted to welcome their three most recent speakers. Mr Graham Cox gave a slide lecture on the fishes of the coral reefs; Mr Ron Elmas had illustrations and some fine specimens for his talk on the specialised art of guppy breeding; and a most unusual lecture was given by Mr Haley, herpetologist, who allowed his pet snakes and reptiles to be handled by a somewhat apprehensive audience. The female members of the Society have been very successful in recent table shows: Dwarf cichlids: 1, Mrs A. Adams; 2, Mr H. Carey; 3, Mrs M. Greig. Male guppies: 1, Mrs French; 2, Mrs A. Adams; 3, Mrs M. Greig. Mollys: 1, Mrs French; 2, Mr H. Carey; 3, Mr P. Maxwell. The Society was defeated on the show bench as the guests of BEXHILL AS, but equilibrium was restored when the visitors won the quiz. Members have also visited Mr French's establishment, a breeder of repute who lives at nearby Wartington.

'NATURAL and novelty aquascaping' was the helpful lecture given by Margaret Scott to members of SMETHWICK & DAS recently. Mr D. Johnstone was very successful at the table show at this meeting, winning in the class for livebearers with a golden saffron mollie and in the class for guppies.

SLIDES on 'An Introduction to Cichlids' and 'Marines' were shown to a good gathering of KEIGHLEY AS members and friends when they met as usual at Dene House, Russell Street, Keighley. Table show winners were: Fish of the month, barbo & coldwater, Mr Hart; a.o.v., Mr J. Mosley; novice a.o.v., Mr D. Mosley; junior a.o.v., Master Beckett. MR A. HEELS won the first four places in BISHOPS CLEEVE AS table show class for ramsbubs, darins and minnows. The meeting proved unusually interesting when the four guest-judges Mr W. Holland, Mr M. Littleton, Mr R. Parsons and Mr M. McClellan, answered questions on show judging and how to run a 5-day show.

BLYTH TFS are to hold an Open Show jointly with ASHINGTON & DAS on the 8th October at the YMCA, North View, Ashington, opening at 9.00 p.m. (see Dates for Your Diary). The Society have recently enjoyed a slide show on tropical and marine champions.

FROM 1st September Mr Neville R. Hulme-Vickersstaff is the Species Controller of the BRITISH KILLIFISH ASSOCIATION owing to the resignation, after several years' valuable service, of Mr Dick Armstrong because of pressure of work.

THE BRITISH KILLIFISH ASSOCIATION have quite a problem on their hands with the numbers of Killifish being handled and stored. Any member with the numbers of Killifish in his care will be able to explain this complicated subject in terms suitable for the interests of his audience. Of particular interest were details such as the fact that Coventry water is very hard, whilst Birmingham water (only 20 miles away) is very soft so that fishes bought in Birmingham need to be accustomed to Coventry water with some care. The Society's garden pool competition was won by Mr John Wileman (72 points; 2 & 3, Mr F. Shipston.

COVENTRY P & AS members enjoyed a lecture on 'Water-its effect on fish' by Dr Hascoet of the Lanchester Polytechnic. Dr Hascoet is a traffic accoustician and the talk was able to explain this complicated subject in terms suitable for the interests of his audience. His particular interest was details such as the fact that Coventry water is very hard, whilst Birmingham water (only 20 miles away) is very soft so that fish bought in Birmingham need to be accustomed to Coventry water with some care. The Society's garden pool competition was won by Mr John Wileman (72 points; 2 & 3, Mr F. Shipston.

FREELANCE AC have moved into their new club house at the Aylesbury Estate, East Street, where new members will be welcomed on Tuesday evenings at 9 p.m. New members have recently enjoyed a talk by Mr I. Stemp on fitting out aquaria on the different types of equipment available. The novice table show, judged by Mr R. Brown, was won by Mr R. Simmons (2 & 3, Mr V. Williams.

SOME very interesting fish were seen at the Aquaria Society of SOUTHEND, LEIGH & DAS when on an auction took place one club night. It was a great success and was held in conjunction with the third round of the members' Challenge trophy competition. A light-hearted quiz conducted by president Mr D. Edwards also proved popular.
Dates for Your Diary

Dates preceded by * are of shows which FRAS Championship Classes are allocated.

*October 15th-16th: LEICESTER PC Open Show, North Leicestershire Community Centre, Northfield Road, Northfield, LE2 1NJ.


*October 29th: SHERWOOD A.S. Open Show, Rainworth Recreation Centre, Rainworth, Mansfield, Notts, Show Secretary: Mr. J. Lodge, 34 Market Avenue, Mansfield, Nottingham.

October 22nd-23rd: Midland Aquarist League Show staged by Coventry Pod & ANFA Federation Community Centre, Fossebridge Road (4444), Coventry, Show Secretary: Mr. S. Blackbridge, 6 Boultonway Avenue, Coventry.


November 12th: NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE & RIVERSIDE SOCIETY Open Show Central Hall, Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne upon Type 2, 21 October classes, 45 shades). Details: Mr. J. A. Liddell, 32 Earl Avenue, Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne.


November 20th: MICKENDEN TFS Open Show, The Micanthodium Community Centre, Church Lane, Malpas, Halton. Details: Mr. N. S. Lloyd, 74 Church Lane, Malpas, Halton.


December 1st: SHERWOOD A.S. Open Show, Rainworth Recreation Centre, Rainworth, Mansfield, Notts, Show Secretary: Mr. J. Lodge, 34 Market Avenue, Mansfield, Nottingham.

December 15th: CRESWELL & DIST. First Open Show, Wrakepe Sports Centre, Valley Road, Wrakepe, Notts. Show Secretary: Mrs. H. Stott, 19 Westminster Close, Wrakepe, Notts. (0862) 4683

December 20th: AIRBOROUGH & DIST. Open Show, Yealand, Town Hall, York. Open for both shows. Show Secretary: Mr. R. Parkin, 10 Victoria Road, York. Tel: 2045.

December 23rd: HORSFORTH & DIST. Open Show, New Civic Hall, Bradford Road, Horsforth, Leeds. Show Secretary: Mr. M. S. Blake, 19 Wellington Road, New Wath, Leeds 2 (0823) 2042.

2072:


MAY: DERBY REGENCY AT Open Show, Sherwood Forests Recreation Centre ( Nursery), Darley Road, Darley Dale, B.C. (0102) 2224. Show Secretary: Mr. C. J. Parkin, 18 Millfield Road, Darley Dale. Details: 15th January.

MAY: YEOVIL & DIST. Open Show, The School Hall, Church Street, Maltby, Yeo. Details later.

JUNE: LLANTRYD MAJOR AT Open Show, Llantrisant (New), Telephone 2355. Details later.

JUNE: SWULLINGTON W. Open Show, Park Road, Swallownest, Sheffield. Details later.
NORWOOD AQUARIUM
London's Leading Wholesale Suppliers of Aquatic Equipment
Prompt and Reliable Service to Retailers
24 KNIGHTS HILL, LONDON S.E.27 Phone 01-670 6908

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS

FERNWOOD AQUARIUM, 132 Havant Road, Hayling Island. Open for the sale of fish and plants until 5 p.m. Sundays.

OVER 120 VARIETIES tropical, marine and pond fish—for personal shoppers only. Kingfisher, 308 Croydon Road, Beckenham, Kent. Phone 01-670 7176. Closed Wednesdays.

M.S. TROPICAL FISH (Maurice Stray—Aquarist), Church Road, Bishops Cleeve, nr Cheltenham, Glos. We have the finest selection of tropical marines in Gloucestershire; also a comprehensive selection of freshwater tropicals, plants, and all other aquarist's requirements. Phone 0242-267 3077. Open till 8.30 p.m. weekdays.

REPTILES

REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS. Free list. J. & D. Naturalists, 5 Liberty Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex, (21) 1344.

WATER PLANTS

ASK YOUR DEALER for Bosian Plant Fertiliser. There's nothing else quite like it. A natural vegetable product containing no chemicals. Easy to use.


EQUIPMENT

AQUARIUM FRAMES, SHADES STANDS. 11 x 11 x 1 steel angle, 48 x 12 x 12 in. £3.10; 48 x 16 x 12 in. £3.10; 60 x 15 x 12 in. £3.10; 60 x 18 x 12 in. £4.00—notty sizes. Aluminium shades 48 x 12 x 12 in. £1.50; 60 x 12 x 12 in. £3.00. Complete units: 24 x 11 x 12 in. frame, stand, shade £5.50; 30 x 15 x 12 in. frame, stand, shade £6.50; 36 x 15 x 12 in. frame, stand, shade £7.50. Carr paid, money back guarantee. Complete list, s.a.e. Hookney Engineers, Dervent Place, Leeds 11. Phone 25061.

RUSTPROOFED AQUARIUM, ornamental stands, glassing cement. Equipment manufacturers: s.a.e. Worthing, Barton, Omskirk.

MISCELLANEOUS

BADGES. Every Society needs bright enamelled badges. For best service and quality contact R. E. V. Goss Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham B1 3HE.


SHELLS, CORALS, widest choice; also glass lumps and chippings. Trade only. Price lists from Halesowen Horn Company Ltd., 156 Stourbridge Road, Halesowen, Worcs. Phone 021-350 4666.


CICICILIO BREEDER moved to South Wales needs supplier and outlet for stock. J. Daniel, 'Kensitburn', Elyfor-Roper Lane, Ystradgynlais, Crickhowell, Glanham. Phone Cow. 9093.

WANTED

WANTED. Pre-1953 back issues of all aquarium magazines, bound volumes or single copies. Please send magazine name, date and price required to BM, Box 259, London, WC1.

BOOKS

BIND your copies of FISHING MONTHY as you receive them. Senders £3 (532) each post free from FFM offices.


FBAS Show Fish Guides and Technical Information. Booklets nos. 1, 2 and 3, 24 pages each; 18p each post free. P.F. Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY.

FOR HEALTHY TROPICAL FISH AND WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS

—AND A VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF AQUARIUMS AND ACCESSORIES

WINGATE 7 MARKET STREET WINCHESTER

Phone 2406
This is a PLUG—for our
NEW SAFETY-FIRST LIGHTING UNIT

The SILVER
STREAM

ALL-BRITISH

Fluorescent Control Unit

NORWOOD AQUARIUM

24 KNIGHTS HILL LONDON S.E.27

£2.49

Postage & packing 25p extra
(Tube and plug not included)

TEN Good Reasons Why YOU Should
INSIST on a SILVER STREAM Control Unit

★ Earth Provision on Mains Lead ★ Clips Supplied for Tube
★ Models Available for All Sizes of Aquarium Fluorescent Tube
★ One-piece Sealed V Leads ★ Easy to Attach to Back of Aquarium
★ Fluorescent Lighting Cuts Your Electricity Bill ★ Low Low Price
★ Smart Non-rusting Aluminium Case ★ Sealed Construction
★ Individual Components Removable for Easy Replacement

Bona Fide Trade Enquiries Invited

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
For 1973: petfish aquarist’s diary

Pocket-size, with pencil, and containing

- PAGES OF TECHNICAL DATA AND GUIDANCE ON AQUARIUM AND POND-KEEPING
- GENERAL INFORMATION
- MAPS OF THE WORLD IN COLOUR

40p post free

To be published 27th October 1972
Order early to avoid disappointment

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
554 Garratt Lane
London. SW17 ONY

Please send ___________ copies of the 1973 PetFish Aquarist’s Diary for which I enclose ___________

Name _____________________________
Address ___________________________
QUEENSBOROUGH

111 Goldhawk Road Shepherds Bush London W12
Tel. 01-743 2730
Opening hours MON., TUES., WEDS., SAT. 9.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY
FRIDAYS Late Night Opening (until 7.00 p.m.)

CURRENT COUNT OF TROPICAL VARIETIES—285

UNUSUAL VARIETIES AS FOLLOWS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aphyosemion australe</th>
<th>Cyathochromis obliquidens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; bivittatum&quot;</td>
<td>&quot; eucilis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; filamentosum&quot;</td>
<td>&quot; fuscoetaeniatues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; gardneri&quot;</td>
<td>&quot; polystigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; melanopteron&quot;</td>
<td>&quot; pleurotaenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; n.s.c.i.</td>
<td>&quot; sphaerodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; trudeau&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; vexillifer&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynolebias nigrinlinis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; whityii&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roloffia liberiensis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apistogammos borelli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; ramerezi (XL)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botia sidhimunki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; strigata&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbs Ember</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasciolatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discus—blue—green—brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julidichromis ornatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; regina&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemitilapia kirki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; oxhyrrincus&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; tridentiger&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemichromis fasciatu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nannachromis nudiceps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New blonde Tilapia/Haplochromis species</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorubin lima</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono sebae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscars 6–10&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundry cichlids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebra angels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold angels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY

N.B. We have NO connection with the Fish Farm at Wraysbury

We are not a Pet Shop—FISH ONLY. Everything for the New and Experienced Aquarist

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
# The House of Fishes

We are very impressed with the new HILENA products and stock most of this manufacturer's excellent lines. By now we mean new to this country—they are an established favourite with continental aquarists.

Listed below are a few of the more popular items, we will gladly post any item to you. A descriptive leaflet of all available HILENA products is being prepared and a s.a.e. will secure you a copy.

## Test Sets
- Hilena Quick Test NO₂ Nitrates in sea or fresh water: 90p
- Hilena Messung pH B pH of sea water range 7.5-8.8: 90p
- Hilena Messung pH SB pH of fresh water range 5-8-7.5: 90p
- Hilena Messung GH Total hardness of fresh water: 90p
- Hilena Messung KH Temporary (carbonate hardness) of fresh water: 90p
- Hilena Messung Cu Copper content in sea water: 90p

## Remedies and Aids
- Hilena Baktericid Anti-bacterial regulation for fish and plants in sea or fresh water: 75p
- Hilena Ce Oocinum cure in tablet form: 75p
- Hilena Algist A safe algicide for fresh water aquariums: 75p
- Hilena Algist FB An algicide for ponds (treats 1000 litres): £1.20
- Hilena Crypto Dungar An amazing aquarium plant feed: 75p
- Hilena Integral A plant fertilizer for sea water: 75p

## Establishment and Maintenance
- Hilena pH Stabilizer Used in filter stabilizers pH in sea water 8-3-8-4 (treats 100 litres): £1.00
- Hilena Initial Nutrient stabilizer and soil admixture mixed with gravel in fresh water aquaria when first setting up: £1.00

Postage on any one of the above 40p

Postage on these items 15p

You can use your Barclaycard or Access Card at The House of Fishes.

77 Old High Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Phone 4723
Open daily 9 a.m. till 7 p.m. Closed all day Wednesday and Sunday

---

## Neals garden and pet centre

Heathfield Road Wandsworth SW18

More than 50 tanks stocked with a large variety of Tropical and Coldwater Fish

Tanks and Equipment

Bird Aviaries

Reptiles

Call in and see us
Open 7 days a week
Tel: 01-874 1207

---

ELGASTAT 500
PURIFIED WATER KIT
the original aquaria deionizer

The proved essential tool in providing the exact water conditions for your fish to thrive and multiply. Choice of two water qualities available. One user states: "Since I received the Elgastat, one pair of Discus have had two spawnings in eight days!"

Send 3p stamp for details

Puraqua
5 North Avenue
Lambs End, Bucks.

Price £5.95 plus 25p p & p

---

Harvey's Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH 30p

on purchases of tropical or marine fish over £1.50

See page 311

VALID TILL 31.12.72

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
RENA
The Trusted Power
Vibrator Pumps

RENA 100
The Most Trusted Name
in Aquatics in Europe—
RENA—Precision-built
Aquarium Pumps. Used
by Novice, Hobbyist and
Professional alike. Back-
ed by Full Year Guarante-
ees. Spare Parts and
Service unmatched any-
where in the World. See
the Full Range at any
Specialist Aquatic Shop
or good Pet Shop in
Britain.
In case of difficulty write:
RENA Concessionaires

All RENA 100 Pump Parts Shown Above Available
as Spare Parts from your Dealer.

RENA 100 £2.10

RENA CONCESSIONAIRES U.K.
impelec
LIMITED
89-89A PARK ST. SLOUGH BUCKS

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
The WISA 300
AQUARIUM PUMP

The most powerful vibrator pump in the world. Silent; ozone resistant. Produces over 125 cubic feet of air per hour. Price £21.50—if you send us a stamped, addressed envelope we will post you a FREE descriptive leaflet with all the technical details and instructions.

To Ensure a more Luxuriant Plant Growth, mix a little DYNOPHYLL with the Gravel

Enough for 44lb of gravel 34p
... 176 ... £1.10

If it is too late because your Aquarium is established DYNOPLANT will give the same result

Enough to treat 133 gallons 40p
... 660 ... £1.50

Convert your outside filter to a biological system with BIOCORYN

Hy thereby eliminating the need for a power filter. Also suitable for marines.

Enough to treat 110 gallons 50p
... 550 ... £2

EXRAPID: the combined cure for Whitespot, Oedinium, Cryptocarian etc. that the German Aquarists use; also suitable for marines.

Enough to treat 44 gallons 50p
... 220 ... £1.12

A stamped addressed envelope will bring you details of any of these from:

HILLSIDE AQUATICS
29 Dixons Hill Road
Welham Green
Nr Hatfield, Herts
Tel: Hatfield 62522

Harveys Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH
50p

on purchases over £2.50
See page 311
VALID TILL 31.12.72

BARRINGTON AQUA CENTRE
The Square, Barnstable
Call in and see us—we can now show you an even larger selection of tropicals, coldwater fish, plants, budgies, foreign birds and equipment.

Hours: Mon. 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. Tues. - Sat. 10.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Sun. 1.00 p.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Tel. Ifrcombe 2071 (STD 027 14)
Proprietors Pat & Barry Crone

SEND FOR LIST MARINES
WHOLESALE RETAIL

Hundreds in stock

Call in and see
Butterflies, Tangs, Moorish Idols, Triggerfish, Wrasse, Morays, Boxfish, Invertebrates, Hermit Crabs, Shrimps, etc

BERKSHIRE AQUATICS
359 OXFORD ROAD
READING, BERKS
Tel. (0734) 592162

Open till 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Queensborough Fish Farm
FERRY LANE, HYTHE END, WRAYSBURY, STAINES
Telephone: Wraysbury 2885

Hours of business: MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, AND THURSDAYS 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
FRIDAYS, SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

OVER 300 TANKS OF TROPICAL FISH

MANY RARE SPECIES INCLUDING:

LATIS MARIA
SYNODONTIS MULTIFUNICULATUS
ELECTRIC CATFISH
SHARP NOSE ELEPHANT
REED FISH
RED PIRANHA
LOBOCHILOTES LABIATUS
OSPHRONEMUS GORAMI
TETRODON SHOUTENDENI
MASTACEMBUS ERETHROTAENIA
NOTOPTERUS NOTOPTERUS
ORANGE GOURAMI
PIABUCUS

ORNATE BIRCHERS
MONO’S—SEBAE & ARGENTEUS
SCATS
RED EYE SWORDS
TIGER OSCARS
ALLIGATOR GARR FISH
LAOS GARRA
WILD ALTUM ANGELS
PIKE CICHLIDS
GOOD SELECTION OF DWARF CICHLIDS
MANY TYPES OF CATFISH

Most Lake Tanganyika and Malawi Cichlids
Tropical plant collections 40 mixed plants
£1.00 + 18p p & p POST ONLY

Fish houses set in olde worlde garden, with goats, monkey, parrots, cockatoo, peacocks,
doves etc.

Come and see us, we have everything for the aquarist, plus good service, plus a full
selection of accessories and aquaria.

Interested in birds and most other types of pets?
Then why not visit our Showrooms and inspect one of the largest ranges of exotic birds
the district.

We have macaws, cockatoos, amazons, parakeets, lories, finches, minah birds, etc. etc.
Also rabbits, dogs, cats, hamsters, mice, and many other
domestic pets. We also stock a full range of foods and accessories.

For private club outings to Queensborough Fish Farm
please ring Wraysbury 2885 and we will be pleased to arrange an evening
or day booking.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
The NEW BIOLOGICAL UNDER-GRAVEL FILTER
FOR TROPICAL AND MARINE OR COLD WATER AQUARIAS
Fit it—Forget it!

This filter, which will operate from a standard air pump, was designed especially to meet the exacting demands of the modern aquarist. The design of the base and the large bore air-lift (which can be fitted either end) give the high rate of filtration necessary even for marines.

Nothing but water can get beneath the flush fitting base once it has been installed and no further attention is necessary.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL SUPPLIER NOW! (OR DIRECT—add 15p p & p.)
These two sizes, used singly or in multiples will fit the standard range of aquaria.

9" x 17" 89 pence complete
11" x 23" 99 pence complete

Manufactured in England by ALGARDE 401a Ripple Road, Barking, Essex

HORSISHOE AQUARIUM
120 Tanks of marines, tropical and coldwater fish
WIDE RANGE OF PLANTS, EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES
Open 7 days a week 9 a.m.–7 p.m.
We are on the A38, 1½ miles north of junction 13 on the M5
Horseshoe Aquarium
Bristol Road
Moreton Vale, Glos.
Tel: Hardwicke 310

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
To
PetFish Monthly
554 Garratt Lane
London, S.W.17

Please send me PetFish Monthly
each month for
6 months (£1.50)
12 months (£3.00)
($7.50 for 12 months for USA and Canada)

starting with the issue (subscriptions can run from any month’s issue for six or for twelve issues). Cash/Cheque/P.O. enclosed.

Name
Address

Harveys Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH
75p
on purchases of coral over £1.90
See page 311
VALID TILL 31.12.72

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
NOW OPEN NOW OPEN NOW OPEN NOW OPEN NOW OPEN

Harveys Fins & Wings

WITHIN

WELWYN DEPARTMENT STORE LTD

Tropical and Marine Specialists
50 Large Display Tanks Containing Over 1000 Gallons
Full range of accessories and foods including frozen Mysus

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER
Collect the coupons throughout this publication and bring them to us before 31 December 1972 AND SAVE UP TO 30%
(only exchangeable at Fins & Wings Department)

WELWYN DEPARTMENT STORE LTD WELWYN GARDEN CITY HERTS

---

H. TISBURY & SONS
SPICE PITTS FARM, CHURCH ROAD,
NOAK HILL, HAVERING, ESSEX
RM4 1LD

Phone Ingrebourne 41376
BREEDERS OF HIGH-CLASS FANCY GOLDFISH

Fancy Goldfish—This year’s young fancy goldfish are now ready for sale
Varieties include: Veiltails Veiltail Oranda Veiltail Moors
Bristol Shubunkins Most pond fish available All sizes

Our new Fish House is now fully stocked with 100 tanks of Tropical Fish and Plants. Why not pay us a visit? S.A.E. all details please.

Please note winter hours from 1 OCTOBER to 1 APRIL
9.30 am-6 pm. MONDAY TO SATURDAY
10 am-6 pm SUNDAY

FISH SENT BY RAIL PLEASE ADD £1 CARRIAGE

SITUATED 5 MINUTES FROM GALLOWS CORNER ROUNDABOUT (A12)
By Public Transport from Romford Station no. 174 bus to door

VISITORS WELCOME

** I saw your advertisement in PFM **
OVER 350 VARIETIES
OF TROPICAL FISH ALWAYS IN STOCK PLUS
MARINES AND COLDWATER. A WIDE AND
VARIED SELECTION OF PLANTS, TANKS,
BOOKS, POOLS AND ALL ACCESSORIES.
STOCKISTS OF THE EXQUISITE RANGE OF
TROPHY ALL-GLASS AQUARIUMS AT
ROSEDALE AQUATICS
EATHORPE
Nr LEAMINGTON SPA
Phone MARTON 681
43 MELBOURNE RD
EARLSDON
COVENTRY
Phone 72772
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK
AT EATHORPE
MON AND FRI
10 AM — 9 PM
WED THUR SAT SUN
10 AM — 6 PM
CLOSED ALL DAY
TUESDAY
AT COVENTRY
THUR AND FRI
10 AM — 6 PM
MON TUE SAT SUN
10 AM — 6 PM
CLOSED ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY
OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY

K. S. PRICE
ARNOLD'S YARD, OLD MARKET PLACE
ALTINCHAM, Cheshire
Tel: 061-928 7957
(Rear of the Unicorn Hotel)
Tropical, Marine and Coldwater Fish
Plants and Accessories
Manufacturers of Aquaria
Mon. closed: Tues, 10 a.m. — 7 p.m. Wed, 10 a.m. — 6 p.m.
Thurs, 10 a.m. — 7 p.m. Fri, 10 a.m. — 6 p.m.
Sat, 10 a.m. — 5 p.m. Sun, 11 a.m. — 4 p.m.

£1.00 post free
($3.00 U.S.A.
and Canada)

Binders for your copies of
PetFish Monthly

Harveys Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH
£1.00
on purchases of tropical or
marine fish over £4.00
See page 311
VALID TILL 31.12.72

£1.00
As you receive each issue of
Petfish Monthly it can be inserted into
the binder, which holds 12
copies (one volume). Still
covers, leathercloth bound,
and gold-blocked title.

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
554 Garrett Lane
London, S.W.17
Please send... Binders for Petfish
Monthly, for which I enclose
P.O./Cheque value
Name
Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
# Huge Discounts - Huge Discounts

## D.M.O. Products

66 George Street
Croydon, Surrey

**Mail Order Only**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetramin 8 oz</td>
<td>£2.25</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetramin 2 lb</td>
<td>£7.59</td>
<td>£6.49</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips 1 lb 2 oz</td>
<td>£1.76</td>
<td>£1.49</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.B. Vit-a-min 1 lb</td>
<td>£2.14</td>
<td>£1.89</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond Pride Breeders Pack</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
<td>£1.69</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEATERS &amp; THERMOSTATS</th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rena Auto Heater/Stat</td>
<td>£2.37</td>
<td>£2.29</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNO Stik Stat</td>
<td>£1.38</td>
<td>£1.19</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNO Combination</td>
<td>£1.40</td>
<td>£1.19</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNO Heaters</td>
<td>£1.28</td>
<td>£1.19</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four in a pack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rena Pencil</td>
<td>£2.64</td>
<td>£2.39</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four in a pack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR PUMPS</th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rena '100'</td>
<td>£2.10</td>
<td>£1.89</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rena Super</td>
<td>£2.15</td>
<td>£1.89</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger Pump</td>
<td>£6.30</td>
<td>£5.79</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piston Pump Junior</td>
<td>£5.75</td>
<td>£5.49</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A'</td>
<td>£6.90</td>
<td>£6.39</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'B'</td>
<td>£9.25</td>
<td>£8.79</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiss 300</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
<td>£17.99</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILTERS</th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hykro Power Twin</td>
<td>£1.82</td>
<td>£1.59</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airstream Motor Filter</td>
<td>£7.42</td>
<td>£6.29</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynaflo Super Salt Water Fresh</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuova Turbo 486</td>
<td>£16.50</td>
<td>£14.49</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diatom Filter</td>
<td>£18.99</td>
<td>£16.69</td>
<td>25p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARINE PRODUCTS</th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myers Salts 125 g</td>
<td>£1.05</td>
<td>£0.89</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 g</td>
<td>£1.89</td>
<td>£1.49</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Kit (thermometer, pH Kit, Nitrates Kit, Osmium Cure, Algae Fertilizer)</td>
<td>£5.67</td>
<td>£4.49</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein Skimmer</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
<td>£2.49</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sander Deozone</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
<td>£14.89</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BOOKS | | | |
|-------| | | |
| Exotic Marine Fish (crystals) | £8.50 | £7.49 | 15p |
| Exotic Tropical Fish | £8.50 | £7.49 | 15p |
| Salt Water Aquarium | £3.75 | £3.29 | 10p |
| Exotic Aquarium | £1.97 | £1.69 | 10p |

| TANKS | | | |
|-------| | | |
| 18' Bermuda | £3.75 | £3.09 | 30p |
| 12' Tank | £5.49 | £4.39 | 35p |
| 39' Gem Tank and Cover | £11.55 | £9.99 | 50p |
| 55' Gem Tank and Cover | £15.50 | £13.99 | £1.00 |
| 35' Gem Tank and Cover | £22.00 | £19.99 | £1.25 |

**TANKS**—All Glass, London and Suburbs only. Delivery two weeks from order.

| TANKS | | | |
|-------| | | |
| 24' Tank and Cover | £7.99 |
| 36' Tank and Cover | £9.99 |
| 48' Tank and Cover | £11.99 |
| 60' Tank and Cover | £13.99 |

Terms: Cash with order. Orders exceeding £25 no post and packing charge. All goods guaranteed against defects.

---

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
£460  
Prize
Monies

£460  
Prize
Monies

21st
BRITISH AQUARIISTS' FESTIVAL
BELLE VUE, MANCHESTER, OCT 14th–15th 1972
Saturday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.   Sunday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission 25p, Children 15p.   Includes B.A.F. Zoo and Gardens

44 Classes, 44 Souvenir Trophies   38 Major Awards, B.A.F. Lapel Badges
A & P Festival Prize Cards

The Aquarist and Pondkeeper
Champion of Champions £21! Best in Show £15.75
Society Stand Display 1st £50, 2nd £25, 3rd £15, 4th £10
Consolation to all unplaced Stands £5, Exhibitors over 50 miles Belle Vue £10 consolation
Every class winner £1.50 when not awarded higher monies
Plenty of Snack Bars and Restaurants   Parking for Thousands of Cars and Charas

Organised by
THE FEDERATION OF NORTHERN AQUARIUM SOCIETIES
THE FEDERATION

ALL Enquiries to Hon. Show Secretary G. W. COOKE, Field Hill, Batley, Yorks

AQUATIC NURSERIES LTD
AQUA HOUSE OAK AVENUE HAMPTON MIDDX
TEL: 01-979 6001/2

Wholesale Only
BRITAIN'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
ORNAMENTAL FISH—TROPICAL FISH—
COLDWATER FISH—MARINE FISH

Full Range of Pond Equipment
Own Manufacture Fibre Glass Pools

Send for list on printed note paper
CALLERS WELCOME

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Available at your local pet shop

Please ask for our leaflets

Bioquatic Laboratories produce a unique range of quality aquatic products which effectively deal with these problems. If unobtainable in your area write direct and include 5p for post and packaging.

ACUREL® E will keep the water CLEAR in your garden pond. 2 oz to treat approx. 500 gals. Retail 43p. 4 oz to treat approx. 1000 gals. Retail 70p.

ACUREL® F will keep your aquarium CRYSTAL CLEAR and improve filter efficiency by over 500%. Retail 43p.

ACUREL® GOLD will keep your goldfish bowl CLEAN for many weeks without having to repeatedly change the water. Retail 25p.

ACUREL® Q is a well established, reliable cure for WHITE SPOT fungus and algae. Use it regularly as a disinfectant and preventive. In capsule form for accurate easy to administer dosages. Retail 34p.

ACUREL products are chemically pure and if used as directed will not harm your fish, plants and live foods etc.

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:
Bioquatic Laboratories
161 Rustlings Road,
SHEFFIELD, S11 7AD

="I saw your advertisement in PTM"

Europe's most important manufacturers and suppliers of pet articles

28 Bremen 44 (W. Germ.)
WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
AQUARISTS

REPTILES ... GARDEN PONDS ... AMPHIBIA

Juwel, Gem, Stainless Steel, Hyware and Angle iron Aquariums
All accessories for: Tropical, Coldwater and Tropical Marine Aquaria

TROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST MAGAZINES
Many 'Back Issues' available commencing Sept. 1959
23p each—6 or more 21p each
Including Postage

Trade enquiries welcomed.
Suppliers to Educational and Municipal Authorities throughout the British Isles.

39 TIB STREET, MANCHESTER M4 1LX
Telephone: 061-832 2961
Show room: 16 Whittle Street, off Tib Street
PREMISES CLOSED SUNDAY AND MONDAY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

ALGARDE TUBIFEX KEEPER/FEEDER

Will keep Tubifex worms alive and fresh for as long as they remain in the feeder.

Ideal if you have to leave your aquarium unattended for any length of time.

Adjustable feed enables you to feed your fish with fresh worms over long periods.

Will work from any size air-pump as only the minimum of air is required.

Patent applied for

Recommended Retail price 20p.

Available from your usual supplier now, or in case of difficulty direct. Please add 5p for post and packing.
Manufactured in England by ALGARDE 401a Ripple Road, Barking, Essex

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
TACHBROOK TROPICALS LTD.
244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.W.1 Telephone 01-834 5179
(The Aquatic Specialists Store)

Once again we come around to 'Show Time' at the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALL, Vincent Square, London, S.W.1. Although you can see us on our Stand (no. 8), only a limited number of our great range of commodities can be shown there. So come and visit us at Vauxhall Bridge Road as well and see our vast selection of Plants and Fish, Tanks and all the necessary accessories required to set you up—either for the Beginner or Experienced Aquarist.

For the week of The Aquarium Show we will be open Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on Sunday 29th October from 10 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

For the month of OCTOBER, home grown from our Plant Nurseries, available Madagascar Lace Plants in Leaf—50p each or 3 for £1.35. If you cannot call, we can mail by post Madagascar Lace Plants in Leaf, 3 for £1.35, plus packing and postage 12½p.

Also beautiful Red Discus £2.50, Blue £2.50, Brown £1.75 (for callers only).

Many other exciting varieties to buy of Tropical Fishes and Fancy Goldfish—Oranda, Bristol Shubunkins, Golden Orfe, Koi, Redcap Lionheads, Redcap Orandas, Celestials, Pearlscales.

SEND STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR 1972 PRICE LIST

We are one minute away National Car Park (local parking unrestricted after 1 p.m. Saturday). Close to BOAC Terminal (5 minutes), BEA Terminal (15 minutes), Victoria Main Line and Underground Stations (2 minutes) and Victoria Green Line Bus and Main Bus Terminals (5 minutes).
INTRODUCING

HILENA INITIAL
Plant fertilizer for use when setting up an aquarium. Produces luxurious growth, and rich colour, over a considerable period.

Price £1

HILENA CRYPTO-DUNGER
The plant fertilizer for periodic use in aquariums.

Price 75p

HILENA INTEGRAL
The regulator for sea-water and fertilizer for sea-water plants. Of great value in natural aquaria or those housing invertebrates.

Price 75p

FROM ALL HILENA STOCKISTS OR DIRECT FROM US POST FREE